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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
All the news that's fit to *print:
LY NEW
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How many tickets have you in the New Era's gift dis-
tribution? The contest closes Dec. 28 and your chances
ust be in by t4at time. Thirty preiniums and a Om
r every 50c pad on subscription. Don't delay.
ES Ft 111511
I DELIVERY POPULAR
IN THE COUNTY
New Ottes1WIll be Is
tablished Soon—Month-
ly Report.
The rural free mall delivery spl-
it, SIM Is proving very popular In
, ,s0bilotiso eounty and all the router
i/*Win operation are In a most flour-
:111b1S, eonditIon, There &reels routes
'Alining out of Kopkiusville, three
' sat of Pembroke and one out of
*Moll now in cmeration. Two will
.. be Marled out of Kennedy on Jan. 1,
i 1106, and appliaation has been made
N fee number seven out of Hopkinsville
, and • route out of Crofton. The star
' mates also have the free delivery
system now, It being permissible for
: way persons living on a star route,
trbo will provide a suitable box, to
' , receive their mail by carrier. The
report of Postmaster jirsatbitt for
\\the month of November on the six
routne out of this city is as follows:
i,
o. of Pieces Pieces Total
kite. Deliver'd Collected Handl'd
r 6,067 983 8,0
80
2. 8,776 835 7,411
A. 8,066 631 8,897
2,831 311 2,942ir 
4,842 599 4,941
6.
..‘ 4.
a. 1,732 211 1,943
Total 28,804 3,860 29,964
REPORT NOT TRUE
NO QUARANTINE ANY-
WHERE ACAINST CITY
County Judge Fowler, chairman of
03e Christian county board of health,
Mates that there is no truth in the re-
port that Crofton, Empire and Man-
nington have been quarantined
against Hoptioeviiie. No quarau-
OM Of any sort exists in the county
eicept those established by the board
•
tr
, against Infected houses. The board
believes it has the smallpox situa-
tion well in hand. No new cases have
en reported in the county today.
1111 EXTERMINATE
OTHERS, TOO.
(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Dec. 1.—The W
VIY trust is bvidently preparing tolight the independent people as never
" before and the whole state is to feel
So effects of the battle, which it is
believed will result in the extermi-
lakton of one side of the other.
10XEY ARMY
LEADER BANKRUPT.
(Special to New Era.)
COLUMBUS, 0., Dec. 1.—Oen. Ja-
, . sob H. Coxey, of Mount Vernon,
Ina known as the leader of the Corn-
army, has filed a personaf
tn bankruptcy in the United
t
wart here. His liabilities are
to or".
EXCITING RIMY
BOY AND TWO MEN ARE
INJURED
Lad's Condition Is Serious—
Happened on South Main
Street.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
South Main street was the scene of
an exalting runaway last night
whieh resulted In a boy being serf.
misty injured and two men painfully
bruised. Al six o'slook, Kum.
Larsen and Clyde Smith, of the
Home Telephone Company, were
driving into the city In a buggy, a
wheel of which looked with a wheel
of a wagon. This frightened their
horse, and the animal turned the
buggy over, breaking the shafts, and
throwing the men violently to the
ground. They were not badly hurt.
The horse ran at full speed down
the street and at Ninth, swerved in
his course and dashed to the pave-
ment in front of Campbell 44 Co's.
store. Berry Price, a youth who op-
erates a pop corn machMe at the cor-
ner of Mein and Ninth, saw the ani-
mal approaching and ran to the
pavement hoping to escape danger.
The horse knocked the boy down
and ran over him. Berri struck the
pavement with terrific force and was
trampled by the horse's hoofs
The horse fell in front of Stewart's
barbershop and was caught.
Dr. Ketchum .witnessed the acci-
dent from his office window and has-
tened to the lad's aid, carrying him
into Campbell et Co's store where he
and Dr. Jackson administered re-
storatives to the victim, who was
knocked insensible. When conscious
Berry W 94 removed to his home on
Liberty street where he lives with
his sister, Miss Pillow. No bones
were broken, but it is feared he re-
ceived internal injuries. His condi-
tion is unimproved today.
Another runaway was caueed by
the flight of the horse. He passed
Mr. W. H. Cummings' carriage, to
which a span of horses was hitched.
The animals galloped wildly three
squares before Mr. Cummings tarn
able to get them under control. Mrs.
Cummings and Misses Mary Peyton
Moore and Bessie Russell were in
the carriage. They were uninjured.
Barker-Thacker.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Mr. H. A. Thacker and Miss Sallie
Bell Barker were married in the par-
lor of Hotel Latham hist night at 7
o'clock. Rev. Dr. Charles Hard;
Nash, of the Baptist church, officiat-
ed. The wedding was solemnized In
the presence of only a few intimate
friends of the couple. Both parties
are employed as attendants at the
asylum, the bride coming from
Springfield, Ky., and the groom from
Roaring Springs. They spent the
night at the hotel and returned to
the asylum today. They have been
connected with the asylum for some
time and are highly valued and re-
speeted employes of the Institution.
 Amon anew re wow wise 
RAIN IS PROMISED.
BULLETIN ISSUFD BY THE
WEATHER BUREAU.
Less Than Inch Of Water
Here Since Early In Sep-
tember.
( From Thursday's Daily)
Rain!
It is eoheduleti to visit Kentucky
In the next twenty.four hours.
Here's the blessed bulletin des.
patched to linpkineville today by
the weather bureau'
"Cloudy, followed by rain prob.
ably late tonight. Rain Saturday."
There is nothing in the sky at
present to lend emphasis to tte pre-
diction. Not a cloud even the size of
a man's hand is visible; but the mes-
sage from Maj. Hersey will at least
strengthen hope. Showers would be
welcome, but a regular "root soaker
and gulley washer" Ic what we are
praying tor.
Since early in September there has
been bet one rain and that was
twenty-two days ago when sixty-four
hundredths of an inch fell. Farmers
are greatly alarmed over prospective
damage to wheat, and there has been
no seasoi, for stripping tobacco since
the crop was housed.
THE BEST
For Cigarette or
Pipe Smoking
Give it one trial
---afterwards you
will have nothing
else.
WTOooper
& COMPANY
Wholesale & Retail Grocers
RED FRONT GROCERY.
Tilt WOMB FAIR
CORMS TO AN END AT MID-
NICHT
David R. Francis Day Is Gel-
ebrated.--Creat Crowds
Present.
(Special to New Era.)
ST. LOUIS, Dee. 1.—The final day
of the LOUlelana Nihilism exposition
Is being sfittinglp observed and
Louis hi attending almost en mane,
The dalleite set aside ai a holiday,
a great matter of the business
houses were Wooed and the oonelud.
lug day of the exposition will be
memorable in the history of the great
World's Fair. It is known as
"Francis day," and President David
R. Francis is the guest of honor.
The exercises of the day commenc-
ed on the Plaza St. Louis, the broad
parade ground immediately north of
the main lagoon known as cascade
basin. Mayor Wells presented Pres-
ident Francis, who delivered his
farewell address. Following this
there was an international parade
and special entertainments were held
in each of the large exhibit palaces.
At & o'clock in the evening Presi-
dent Francis will be accorded a re-
ception of a general nature in the
house of the board of lady managers.
After this is concluded he will be es-
corted through the pike by the exec-
utive committee and then serenaded
at the Administration building. At
10:16 o'clock .ninute guns will begin
firing and continue until midnight,
the general display of fireworks also
adding to the closing features.
Promptly at midnight the illumina-
tion that has amazed millions of
vieltors with its grandeur will be
turned off, and the World's Fair will
have formally ended.
WILL ARGUE WHERE
HE HAD PRESIDED,
(Special to New Era.)
ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 1.—The un-
precedented spectacle of a former
chief judge of the court of appeals
arguing a case before the court from
which he resigned to become a can-
didate for the presidency of the Unit-
ed States will be presented here
ruesday of next week, Dec. 6, when
former Judge Alton B. Parker will
appear to argue the first case in
which he has made public appear-
ance as counsel in many years.
Baptist Revival.
The hours of services at the Bap-
tist church during the revival are 8
and 7 o'clock p. m. Evangelist Price
is preaching a series of splendid ser-
mons.
Condition of Banks.
The controller of cutrency has
made public the following report of
condition of national banks of Ken-
tucky. exclusive of reserve cities, at
the close of business, November 10:
Loans and discounts, 828,960,712; in-
dividual deposits,$26,996,804; cash re
sources, $50,770,912; gold An, 8788,-
617; national banknote ()imitation,
$7,181,800. ,
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
ELKS WILL HOLD MEMO-
RIAL SERVICES
Appropriate Program Ar-
ranged For the Occasion.
—Public Invited.
The fifth annual memorial service
of Hopkinsville lodge No. 546, Benev-
ovent and Protecitive Order of Elks,
will be held at Holland's opera house
Sunday afternoon, lieu. 4, at 1110
o'clock,
The public ii invited to attend the
service,
The eulogist of the occasion will
be the Hon. Robert Worth Bingham,
an eloquent and distinguished Ken-
tnoky lawyer and a prominent mem-
ber of the Louisville Elk lodge.
The program will be as follows:
Plano Voluntary 
Miss Florence Elgin
Ceremonies By Elks Lodge 545.
quartette Anthem
Messrs Guy Starling, Matt Starling,
Wallace Kelly, Charles Duke.
Violin Solo Miss Lillian Gary
Opening Ceremonies 
 
Hopkinsville Lodge 646
Opening Ode, Hopkinsville Lodge 646
Invocation ....Rev. George C. Abbitt
Chaplain Hopkinsville Lodge 645.
Solo—Not Lost But Gone Before
—Shelley .... Miss Sadie Frankel
Violin Solo—Cavatina—Raff....
Miss Lillian Gary
Eulogy..Mr. Robert Worth Bingham
Louisville Lodge 48.
Solo—God Shall Wipe Away All
Tears--Sullivan Miss Martin
Closing Exercises 
 
Hopkineville Lodge 646
Closing Ode.
Benediction Rev. Oe(.1. C. Abbitt
Every lodge of Elks in America
will hold memorial services Sunday.
Dividend No. 4.
A semi-annual dividend of four
per cent has been declared by the
board of directors of the Acme Mills
& Elevator Co on the common stock,
out of the net earnings for the six
months ending Nov. 80th, 1904, and
the same is payable at the office of
the company.
J. B. GAL BREATH,
Dec. 1st, 1904. Sec. and Treas.
dth,s dtsvy
HUHN ESCAPES
(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Dec. 1.—The
Bluegrass Woolen Mills were do-
stroyed by fire today, th• loss being
820,000, Several employes had nar-
row escapes.
OAR. Meeting.
The Col. John Green chapter of
the Daughters of the American Rev-
olution will meet Saturday afternoon
at 2 o'clock at the residence of Mrs.
John R. Green.
 111.• 
At Chattanooga.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Rucker Adams,
the efficient instructors in physical
culture, who have been many
friends here, now have charge of a
large class at Chattanooga, Tenn.
WILL 0
IN HOPKIINSVILLE Maar
OF JANUARY
Lookyear Business College.
of Evansville, to Establish
Important Esterprlee.
Readers of the New Era will res.
member that is chronicled the slat
of M. U, Loolgyear, of Evansville,
Indiana, president of Latinist's.
Business college, 'bout two weeks
ago, who was am at that time, looks
inn over the oily with a view of is.
labllshing a business college. Wears
reliably info:mimid that this Instita.
tlon will open a school here the first
of January.
The faculty will be comrotied of
two of the best teachers now in their
Evansville colleges. Courses of in.
struction will be afforded in, all busi-
ness branches, including shorthand
and typewriting.
-Lockyear's ennege is one of the
largest and best known institutions
in the middle west, having graduat-
ed hundreds of young people who
are now employed by leading mer-
cantile establishments throughout
the country. This kind of education
Is extremely practical as the b..anch-
es taught can be put into use in the
every day attain of life.
The office will be opened up during
the next ten days and quarters in
which the school is to be housed.will
be announced in a short time. Any
person desiring to secure a thorough
preparation for business life, will do
well to arrange to enter at the begin.
ping of the winter term.
Any information desired at this
time, will be gladly furnished if you
will write to the college at Evans...
ville, Indiana.
Notes About People
(From Thursday's Daily)
Mrs. Jeanie Harrison Chalkley re-
turned last night from St. Louis.
Mr. John Feland has returned from.
Owensboro.
Miss Jodie Hatcher returned to
Trenton last night after a visit to
Mrs. M. G. Rust's family.
Mr. aud Mrs. A. T. Eggleton have
returned home after a week's visit to
friends in Louisville.
SALE.
sell privately during next six
da3 e a lot of household articles, gas-
oline stove, pickles, prest ryes, etc.;
a linoleum and biscuit kneader (both
nearly new). Mrs. C. D. Bell,
chew Cumberland 'phone 841-1
[[HOE LOSES.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 1.—The
state election board today awarded a
certificate of election to Judge Ben.
nett, Republican, over Congressman
Kehoe, Democrat, in the Ninth Con-
gressional district. This was the met
cult of a decision of the court of ap-
peals which today refused to dle.„
solve the Harrison and Fleming
county injunction.
BY THE TIMMS PEOPLE OF
THE COUNTY ARE BEING VACCINATED
(ND OF THE SMALLPDX!
SCARE IN mom 
MN. CAVE JOHNSON
Spotters Vtallant In livery
Deation.—Doatore Hard
at Work With
I. Points.
- -
- I-From Saturday's Daily)
As a result of the systematic and
vigorous warfare which is now being
airodla this county against small-
' she sitaation is already oonsid-
latprogred,ind within the next
•frg days its thought the scard will
be abated and danger of epidemic
Aymara.. The compulsory vacoina-
' Mos notion which have been sent
out by both the city and the county
board. of health have caused a
wholesale_vaoeinatIon of all classes
and colors, and physicians through-
out the county have been kept busy
Inoculating the citizens with the vi-
rus. In this city alone yesterday
there were probably four or five thou-
.,sand vaeoine points sold. By the
middle of next week there will vir-
tually not be a person in the county
who cannot show a healthy soar, and
when this Is accomplished the spread
of the disease will be stopped.
' Numerous spottere have been ap-
pointed,the names being known only
ter the parties themselves and Drs.
Jackson and Woodard, covering ev-
ery section of the county and already
their work is beginning to tell. This
• morning it was learned that a negro
who had developed the disease in
the county was in hiding near his
borne in a haystack and a wagon was
• promptly sent out for him and he
will be taken to the pest house.
These spotter, have also unearthed
several oases among the negroes of
this city ar.d by tonight every case
possible to be found in the city lim-
its will be lodged in the pest house.
The cilium. of Gracey have opened
a pest house there for the reception
of their own oases and they will Lot
be sent to the county pest house.
This morning J. E. Anderson was
regularly sworn in by Judge Fovier
and sent to Gracey to guard this pest
house with a shot gun and not allow
any one not having proper business
to enter or come about the place.
The house is located in all open field
outside of the limits of Gracey and
already they have several patients
housed there, and have plenty of
room for any others that should be
'found.
Stream. of people are filing into
Dr. Woodard's office since the vacci-
nation notices were sent out, for the
purpose of filing the certificates stat-
ing that they had complied with the
compulsory vaccination laws and
bad been properly vaccinated. The
number of certificates already filed
can only be estimated but there are
thousands of them.
Tne following peysicians have
been instructed by the county board
in regard to the compulsory vaccina-
tion and have already begun work in
their neighborhoods: Dr. T. P. Al-
len, R. F. D. No. 1, Pembroke; Dr.
Maury, Anderson, Empire; Dr. J. J.
Backus and Dr. D. E. Bell, Gracey;
Dr. J. L. Barker, Dr. R. L. Boyd,
Dr. J. R. Paine, Dr. Geo. W. Lackey,
Pembroke; Dr. Austin Bell, Long-
view; Dr. B. A. Caudle, Newstead;
Dn. Chas. E. and M. E. Croft and
Dr. S. H. Williams, Crofton; Dr. D.
H. Erkiletiap, Laytonsville; Drs. J.
J. Ezell, J. F. Stone, R. S. Marable,
Lafayette; Dr. J. E. Stone and Dr.
Yates, Herndon; Dr. S. J. Hollow,
Kennedy; Dr, W. A. Haynes, How-
ell; Dr. F. E Grace, Haley's Mill;
Dr. Lawrence Alexander. Casty;
Dr. 0. E. Wright, Barnes. Besides
these several of the physicians of
this place will be given territory out-
side of the city and will make a
house to HMOS CatIRRAIR. 11181110 the
city all the doctors tire &dug a rush-
ing business vaccinating those who
Come to their offices.
fr ,ty
DIES OF CONSUMPTION IN
CLARKSVILLE.
ornirent Young Tonnes-
'mean Who Had Many
Friends Here.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Maj. Cave Johntton, only son of
Mrs. Polk G. Johnson, died
Clarksville yesterday morning. aged
27 years. He was a grandson of Hon.
Cave Johnson, postmaster general
during the presidency of James K.
Polk, and a nephew of Judge C. W.
Tyler. Maj. Johnson served with
distinction during the Spanish-
American war as first lieutenant of
company H, First Tennessee regi-
ment. In June, 1900, he was ap-
pointed assistant attorney general of
the Montgomery county criminal
court, a post which he retained until
his death. His frequent visits to
Hopkinaville made him a host of
friends here and the news of his
death causes much sorrow. Maj.
Johnson was a prominent member of
the Elks lodge and a member of the
Episcopal church.
has been greatly exaggerated and
for the most part by people living
outside of the county. Especially is
khis true of the Clarksville region.
There the report has been widely
circulated that Hopkinsville had al-
ready been quarantined and that no
one could :get in, or if he did he
-could not get out. Not only has this
report been circulated there but mis-
leading press dispatches have been
sent from the Tennessee city to the
Nashville papers.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates and can safety be given to
children.
Thousands Cured.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve has
cured thousands of cases of piles. "I
bought a box of DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve on the recommendation
of druggist," so writes C. H. La-
Croix, of Zava/la, Tex., "and used. it
for a stubborn case of plies. It cured
me permanently." Sold by R. C.Hard wick.
Constipation.
Health is absolutely impossible, if
constipation be present. Many seri-
ous oases of liver and kidney com-plaint have sprung from neglected
constipation. Such a'deplorable con-dition is unnecessary. There is a
cure for it. Herbine will speeully
remedy matters. C. A. Lindsay, P.M. Bronson,Fla., writes,Feb. 12,1902:
"Having tried Herblne, I find it afine medicine for constipation." 60obottle at Ray & Fowler's.
Thousands Rave Kidney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
Now To Find out.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
water and let It stand twenti-four hours:
sediment or set
tling indicates at
unhealthy condi
non of the kid
neys; if It stain-
your linen it L
evidence of kid
ney trouble: tr
frequent desire tr
pass it or pain
the back is ah...convincing proof that the kidneys and blai:sr are out of order.
What to Do.
There is comfort In die knowledge cc4ten expressed. mat Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root. the great kidney remedy fulfill; ever,
.vish in curing rheumatism, pain in thi-
'mask, kidneye liver, bladder and every parof ths urinary passage. It corrects inabilit:to hold water and scalding pain In passing
.., or bad effects following use of licp. Jr,wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasxrvnecessity of being compelled to c;o oftenduring the day, and to got up many timduring the nignt. The mi:d and the extraordinary effect of Swc.htp-Root is soarrealized. It stands the highest for its won-derful cures of the most distressing cases.If you need a medicine you should have thetest. Sold by druggists in 50c. and $1. sizes.You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful discovery
and a book that tens
more about It. both sent
absolutely free by mail.
Address DE. Khmer & Rome of Ronomp.Root.Co.. Binghamton, N.Y. When writing men-tion reading thou generous otter in this paper.
Don't make any mistake, but remember the name. swamp
-Root, Dr.KlImEr's Swamp-Root, and the ad-dress, Bincchampton, N. Y.. on everybottle.
4.4.4
'SECOND DISTRICT TEACHERS
HAVE CONCLUDED THEIR SESSION
TO I;HECK DISEASE
IN THE CATTLE OF THIS
STATE.
Kentucky Veterinary Asso-
ciation Formed To Stamp
Out Tuberculosis.
At a meeting in , Louisville of vet-
erinarians from all over the state,the
Kotucky Veterinary Medici,' Ass.-
elation was formed. The chief object
of the association is to promote the
work of eliminating tuberculosis
from cows, which according to the
following resolution, is spreading to
a dangerous extent, and thus jeopar-
dizing human life through the com-
munication of this disease by Illf.anb
of milk and otherwise:
"Whereas, the State Vete' :nary
Medical Association of Kentucky,
now convened, has determined. after
taking the testinuo.ly of competent
and qualified veterinarians, that at
least 20 per cent, of the cows now
supplying milk to the various cities
in the state of Kentucky sr., tuber-
culat4herefore, be it
"Resolved, That we hereby sug-
gest that the Board of Health in all
towns and cities throughout the
state, °nand after January 1, 1906,
take stringent measures to stamp
out the dread disease and rt quire of
all dairymen the testing semi-an-
nually of all dairy cows with tuber-
culum by a competent and regularly
qualified veterinarian."
The following officers were elect-
ed: Dr. F. T. Eiseman, of Louis-
ville, president; Dr. M. M. Leach, of
Louisville, first vice president; Dr.
John E. Gray, of Bowling Green,
second vice president; Dr. P. A.
Pyatt, of Lexington, secretary; ex •
ecutixe committee, •Dr. L. M. Land,
Lexington; Dr. M. A. Purdy, Shel-
byville, and Dr. J. W. Jameson,
Paris.
The association will meet next in
Lexington, the last Tuesday in De-
cember. Three meetings will be held
each year. President Theodore
Roosevelt, Gov. J. C. W. B-ckham,
and Mayor Grainger, of Louisville,
were elected honorary members.
Negro Wants Postoffice.
What promises to be a lively con-
test has opened up over the postof-
floe at Cadiz, Trigg county. It has
been understood for some time that
there would be five or six applicants,
all white, for the appointment of
postmaster, and now it is reported
there will also be a negro applicant.
This rumor has created quite a sen-
sation, as leading Republicans have
repeated it and admitted its truth.
FLECT OFFICERS
AT MEETING OF KNIGHTS
OP PYTHIAS.
(From Friday's Daily)
At • meeting of Evergreen Lodge
No. 38, Knights of Pythias, last
night, officers for the ensuing term
were elected as follows:
Marshall Coleman, chancellor corn
mander.
Ellis Roper, vice chancellor.
Ed Clark, prelate.
A. S. White, master of work.
W. C. Wright, keeper of records
and seal.
G. H. Champlin, master of ex-
chequer.
William Stowe, master at artns.
D C. Cary, inner guard.
Alfred Townes, outer gaard.
Lucian Davis, trustee for the long
term.
After the meeting of the lodge had
closed, the members were treated by
the newly electod officers to ices and
cigars.
OFFICERS FOR ENSUING
YEAR ELECTED.
Next Meeting Will Be Held
In Henderson.—Strong
Papers and Ad-
dresses.
(From Saturday's Dail) )
The annual meeting of the Second
District Yeaehers' Association ended
at noon today after election of offi-
cers as follows:
President, Supt. A. C.
Morganfleld.
Secretary, Supt. J. B.
Hopk ins v 1lie.
Treasurer, Supt. U. W. Chapman,
of Madisonville.
The next meeting of the assimila-
tion will be hold at Headerson on
Friday and Saturday after Thanks-
giving day, 1906.
Seventy-fire Christian county and
Hopkinsville teachers attended the
sessions here, and twenty-live teach-
ers from other counties in the dis-
trict weie present. Resolutions were
unanitnously adopted this morning
heartily thanking everyone who had
contributed to tile success of the
meeting.
The features of today's session
were Supt. Burton's address on
"Pedagogical Teachings of Jesus,"
Prof. J. B. Taylor's flue discussion
of Graduation and Promotion of
Pupils" and the followings excellent
papers: 'Suitable Literature," Miss
Emma Jones, Union couty; "Lab.
oratory Methods in Science for Sec-
ondary Schools," Miss Lelia Mills,
Hopkinsville;" "Why Our Boys Do
Not Finish the High School," Miss
Julia Arnold, of Hopkinsville.,
Yesterday afternoon the program
was thoroughly interesting. Editor
J. J. Glenn, of the Madisonville
Graphic, spoke earnestly and in-
structively on "Heredity and :Envi-
ronment." Prof. Will Gray, of
Croqon, discussed in a helpful way
the advantages of the magisterial
district associations. Miss Adelia
Clifton presented an :admirable pa-
per on "Higher Ideals for the Teach-
er." Prof. H. Clay Smith delivered a
stirring address on "The Spirit of
the Teacher." Supt. McHenry
Rhodes made a splendid talk on
"The Morely Commission."
Laet night the audience of the
Methodist church was crowded with
people who heard with deep delight
Rev. E. L. Powell's lecture on "Citi-
zenship In the Republic." A com-
prehensive report of this inspiring
address, specially prepared for the
New Era, will be published Monday.
In addition to the lecture a charm-
ing program of music and readings
Miss Martin, of South Kentucky
Kentucky College, Miss Lillian
Gar3 , Mrs. W. H. Cummings, Jr.,
and Miss Williamson, was greatly
enjoyed. A social hour followed,
and delicious refreshments were
served.
Burton, of
Taylor, of
411, 
Cures Blood and Skin Dis-
eases, Itching Humors,
Eczema, Scrofula, Bro.
Send no money—simply write and
try Botanic Blood Balm at our ex-pense. A personal trial ;of BloodBalm is better than a thousand prin-ted testimonials, so don't hestitate
to write for a free sample.
If you suffer from ulcers, eczema,
scrofula, blood poison, cancer, eating
sores, itching skin, pimples, boils,bone pains, swellings, rheumatism,
catarrh, or any blood or skin disease,
we advise you to take Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. B.) Especially recom-
mended for old, obstinate, deop-seat-
ed cases of malignant blood or skindiseases, because Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. B.) kills the poison in
the blood, cures where all else fails,heals every sore, makes the blood
pure and rich, gives the skin the rich
glow of health. B. B. B., the most
perfect blood purifier made. Thor-
oughly tested for 30 years Costs Si
per large bottle at drug stores. To
prove it cures, sample of Blood Balm
sent free by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble andfree medical advice sent in sealed
letter. Lillf-This is an honest offer—
medicine sent at once, prepaid.
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
cough caused by an attack of grip.
It heals the lut gs.
11. 
PRINCESS STEEL RAN
FULLY GUARANTEED. AT A 1PRICIOc'WITHIN REACH. CASH OR cRaDrt*
H. A. KEACH & E,Exclusive Agents.
11**•••  • • • 0000 • 01)6.•
If You Don't Buy Clothing From J. T. WALL & CO. YouDon't Buy Clothing Right.
J. T. WALL CD CO.
OUTFITTERS TO
PARTICULAR
PEOPLE.
Unmistakably
Ditferent
That is the deep and well.
•founded conviction in the
*public mind regarding the
•
I CORRECTCLOTHES
I Hand-tailored by SchlossBros &Co , Baltimore.
. They are markedly supe•
• ior in style and workman-
:ship to other makes of ready-
0 to weer apparel.
• Don't he deceived by the c'othing pictures you \...,
•see in the magazine advertisements. Take these!elaborate illustrationt and coma re tier with theliw clothes they claim to represent and watca the effect
:upon your opinion.
• "Fine pictures do not make clothes," is one of
•the Schloss slogans This make of clothing stands
•on the genuine quality actually found in each gar-
• ment.
The suit shown in the illustration but faintly
*represents the latest shape of Double Breasted Sack
• We have it in the popular browns and fancy mix-/ tures
SCHLOSS
fine List
BALTIMORE
&C9
Nakano
Niwsrois
'From $15 Up
"Drop in and let us talk•
• It over."
J. T. WALL & COi
IIIII••••••••••••••••
BRAME'S STABLE
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a Moe drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attentio• give
me a call. Hack service for the city—meeting all trains. Fune-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1313, Cumber
land phone 32. I will be glad to have all my friends give me
their patronage.
Howard Brame, AP Hophinaville, Kr.
4.
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rand Gift Distributio
4'.
,
AST YEAR we distributed twenty-five premiums among our subscribers, and although the 
time given for the contest was only two months
the in'erest aroused was so great and the appreciation of the presents so general tha
t we have decided to conduct a sirnilar distribution
this year only on a much larger scale and giving more time for those wishing to enter to take advanba
ge of the offer. In selecting these
'premiums great care has been exercised and the list made varied as possible so as to appeal to the greates
t number of people We have tried to
ludo in list, articles which would attract and be useful to everyone. In making the selection the 
question of merit has been uppermost at all
es and nothing but the very beat is included. The descriptions given below may be relied upon 
to be strictly accurate and not superfluous
word play. Every one is also assured that a perfectly fair distribution according to the condit
ions published below will be made-
4 I,
s
HE LIST OF PRIZES IS AS FOLLOWS:
IN NO. I.
flourt.  
4_ elided the list last,
wfth a barrel of Acme
ta elevator Co's. "Su-
•" patent flour, acid it
such an attractive
um that we have de.
to again use It as an
ere Every one knows
high quality of this
and we will not dwell
IUM NO. 2.
141;
steam will appeal
who live in the
or are lovers of
AIM+ 'rhlis bridle is of the
1Pest quality and may
by the winner.
M NO. 3.
Sibs
td NecesitY."
isUloklog tobacco. This is
log for the smokers.
Wescott is man ufac-
Wad in flopkinsville by
R. Martin Tobacco
mid Is one of the finest
and purest tobaccos
• market.
fillUki NO. 4.
II Waist Pat-
tern.
always attract the
and so we have in-
this as on• of the
premiums. The pattern is
toted by the winner.
mium No. 17
t Chopper.
This pre-
mium is
offered
• tpecial-
ly for the
benefit of
the bourse
wife. No
matter
what you
want to
. prepare
the table or in canning
Meet, chopper will be
useful. It is fitted
!our different she steel
lig blades which can be
tett by any one in a few
PREMIUM NO. 8
1 dozen Cabinet!
Photographs.
A geed photograph is a
thing to be highly prized.
These photos are to be made
at the gallery or C. H. An-
derson in Hoekineville of
any subject the winner de-
sires. The photos are to be
full cabinet size, finished to
the latest tone and in every
respect are the highest qual-
ity of work.
PREMIUM NO. 9.
One Year's
Subscription
To Weekly New Era. The
New Era is the beet weekly
paper in Kentucky having
been recently enlarged, it
now containing from ten to
sixteen pages of live news
*bob week.
PREMIUM NO. 6.
3 lbs
Lowny's Candy
Those with a "sweet
tooth" will relish this prem-
ium. There is no better
candy tni the market than
this famous brand and that
La the reason we include IL
PREMIUM NO. 5.
Gent's Umbrella
Even rainy, bad weather
will have no terrors for the
person who draws this prem-
ium. Tnis umbrella is of the
best quality silk with steel
rod. .It may be selected by
the winner.
PREMIUM NO 12
41bs. Chase(
roe Coffee
Nothrng is more appetiz-
irnetteien 'a cup of 'good hot
eoffee and for the benefit of
those Wbb enjoy this bever-
age OAS premium is offered.
The market does not afford
a better brand of coffee than
Chase & Sanborn's "Seal
Brand" Mocha and Java,
sold by W. T. Cooper & Co.
It is always fresh being
packed in air tight tin cans.
•
fremium No. 15-$5 Stetson Hat.•
"here are nam-
e( good
de of hats
fasoured
none which
the popu-
of the Stet-
This famous
d 18 justly
Wasted for its
quality. The
• cut shows
of the many 60'
leb•pee but the winner of this premium will select the hat
The capital prize of the distribution is presentee nere. Nun.bers of at tittles were considered
for this honor but nothing seemed so suitable as a farm wagon, and the Mogul, manufactured by the
Forbes Mfg. Co., of Hopkineville. was selected as the best to be procured. This wagon, which goes to
the person whose name is on the 26th ticket drawn from the wheel, is built as follows: Cast steel
skein 8x9; tire lx % inebes. Wheel special low. Capacity 3,600 to 4,000 lbs; bed 8 ft 8 inches wide,
28 inches deep and Wei feet long, fitted with the celebrated Patent Drop End Gate. The material us-
ed in the construction of this wagon is only the best, the axle being of hickery the spokes special A
grade, the hubs, hounds, etc , being ef specially "elected White Oak. The spokes are driven into the
hub uoder 760 pound pressure. the tires are put on cold and the entire wagon is treated to three sepa-
rate coats of paint and finished with a coat of body varnish. It is undoubtedly the best and most
serviceable wagon on the market.
PREMIUM NO 13.
;$10 Ladies
Dress Pattern
"Thirteen" is considered
an unlucky number but it
is certain that this is an
exception to the rule. Tue.
premium is to be selected
by the winner and is there
fore sure to please.
PREMIUM NO, 14
Daily CourierJournal
One Year.
In order to keep posted in
this strenuous age a per-
son must read. No paper
gives mote completely the
news of the day than the
Courier-Journal, the best
daily publishei in Ken-
tucky.
PREMIUM NO. 16
Set of Driving
Harness
During the winter when
roads are bad a good set
of harness will prove most
acceptable. The set here
offered is a good strong
one suitable for general
s wilco Either collar and
names or breast strap. weather?
PREMIUM NO. 18
50 Gold Stand-
ard Cigars
These cigars are manufac-
tured by H L Lebkeucher
Honk inevil le,IKy.,and are
pronounced by all °tennis-
suers tn be the finest Sc
cigars on the merket.
Won't they be secep•able
during the cold winter
Premium No. 7--Steven's Single-Barrel Shot Gun
In selecting this premium all leading makes of guns wore considered and the "Stevens" was se-
lected, This gun is one of the beat and latest improved manufactured by the Stevens Arms Co. and
IS fully guaranteed in every eartioular. Descrintion—Special "Eiectro steel barrel, choke bored for
nitro powder. Drop forged and case hardened frame, top snap, low rebounding hen mer has automa-
tic shell ejector. varnished walnut stook with pistol grip, rubber butt plate, patent snap, walnut fore•
arm and metal joint. Adapted for env standard make of shell, factory loaded, with black or smoke-
less powder. 12-gauge 30 inch barrel, weight about 84 Ihs.
Premium No. 28.
05.00 Worth of Dental Work.
*hen a person,. teeth begin to decay and ache the dentist Is &l-
ib, RIAU to he consulted. The person drawing this premium
41618$4011.10111.00 werte of dental work Of any MASI at the
• Dental Parlors in the Bummers building. This will be
?aghast grade work and placed at regular prices.
Premium No. 29.
Locitx ADDING MACHINE.
Every one knows that 2 and :!ntakes I 1nit when long columns of
deur*, are to be added mistakes •re very liable to he made. Wit, u
tie adding is dono.by enseeemicai means there is not only a cer-
tainty that the result is correct but the time saved le s great facto
in these busy days. This premium will prove especially valuable
if won by a bookkeeper.
Premium No. 30
A Brownie Kodak
Did you ever take pictures? If not you
have no idea of the pleasure to be gotten
out of a kodak. Every one knows the high
standard of the Eastman Kodaks, and the
Brownie never falls to give the best results
It takes a picture f 1-2 by 91-2 inches. Wang
the celebrated Eastman Oartrldgt roll film
which loads In daylight without the Use of
a dark room. It has every raphl lens and
Untied for either time or instantaneous
exposures. This kodak is also fitted with a
view finder by means of which the picture
is located on the film. This premium ale
11101Udes one roll of Min E. M. Moss dr Co.
are local agents for Eastman Kodak, and
supplies and this premium will be selected
at this store by the winner.
Ladies
Silk Umbrella
Another premium sure to
be appreciated by the ladies
is the hanosome silk um-
brella offered bere. This is
to be selected by the winner
PREMIUM NO. 20
Sib.
t"Ellis Choice"
Smoking Tobacco. 'Ibis is
another of the celebrated
brands of smoking tobaceo
manufactured by the R. T.
Martin Tobacco Mfg. Co. of
Hopkineville. It is manu-
factured from the natural
home grown leaf and is sure
to please the most fastidious
smoker.
PREMIUM NO. 21
1 bbl 'Perfection'
Pat. Flour
"Perfection" is the beand
of patent flour manufactur-
ed by the Crescent Milling
Co., of Hopkineville, and it
is also perfection lu quality.
"There is nothing better."
PREMIUM NO. 22
Daily New Era
1Year
A premium which
keeps corning every
day for an entire year
is sure to be appreciated anti
this is what the Daily Nee
Era will do. It will ale°
keep you fully informed bolt,
as te local and foreign hop
eettings. If you don't get
this premium come in and
subscribe anyhow.
Premium No. 11 Solid LeatherSUIT CASE
A handsome suit cut.
MIsuch as t
he ODII
b 
herd of-
red, II sure to' be Ile-
prociated hymn. mem-
ber of the family, sad
will be found to almost
literally be "worth it
weight in gold" whenever a journey Is to be made. The
suit case offered here is made of solid leather with brass
trimmings and fastenings, with or without straps.
PREMIUM NO, 19 PREMIUM NO. 2
Ladies
115.00 Ht
We hive offered a full snit
for the ladies with the ex-
ception of the hat and here
it is. This balls to be se-
lected by tbe winner.
PREMIUM IMO, 24
Pr Clapp's
Tine Shoos.
For easy wearing qaalities
and long lastingness no oboes
equal thoee manufactured
by Edwin Clapp & Son. To
be selected by the winner al
the store of J. T. Wall & Co.
PREMIUM NO 26
fine Oak
Center Table
The housewife will also
appreciate this preminnt.
The table is made of fine
quartered oak and will adorn
any home.
Premium No. 27
Bo7sSuit
of
Clothes
We don't want
the boys to
thtekthee were
neglectea sued
so we offer a
stilt of clothes
for them. This
is to be selected
eilthely by the
lucky yoling
mar who draws
this pelze.
Premium
No 10
One pair of Queen
Queley Shoes. "Queen
Quell • " las synonym
for ii. i et in ladies
Aimee lett so shoes sell
for $8 en a pair and are
mete fne, ore,' in all
grail 4 Iesrher, all
pee.- toe' lasts and
with the Iciest toe and
heel 'Ph" winner will
select the shoes to suit
her fancy at the store
ef Bassett & Co., who handle this brand.
flow Contest W ill Be Concluded
OR EACH 50c pair. ott subscription to either the WEEKLY or DAILY NEW EKA a blank
ticket will be issued to such perrote on whichhe will write:his name and address and it will be depos-
witehtiti: leaezedw. heel At 11 O'clock on December 28th
A committee. composed of Mayor Jouett Henry. Mr.J.E.McPherson and Major E.B.Bassett, will open the wheel,
after thoroughly mixing the tickets. A child will he blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at
a time. This ticket Will be taken charge of by the committee, and after judging of its genuineness the name
will be read aloud. The first prize will be given to the person whose name is on the first ticket drawn from the
wheel, the second prize to the person whose name is en the second ticket and so on, until all the prizes are given
away. No other conditions apply to contestants except that 60c mustbe paid on subscriptions fm every ticket.
Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send in their remittance with the as-
surance that their tickets will be placed in the wheel and that they will be promply notified in case they should
draw a prize. No person connected with the New Era in any maener, nor any member of their families, will be
allowed to participate in the contest. All subscribers who are in arrears are tit ged to pay their subscriptions at
once and get their names in early. Persoue who do not now take either the Weekly or Daily are invited to do
so and get as many chances as possible to Win one or more of the prizes, as under the conditions it is possible for
one person to win them all.
will remain the same as before: $600 per year, $250 for six monthsThe subscription prices $1 25 for three months or 10o per week for the Daily to any part of
the United State'. The Weekly, the largest and beet weekly paper published in the country, $1 per year. Get in
early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next one no matter if you have one or one hundred chances.
SEND REMITTANCE., TO
w Era 12.gu
eeei-e.'..ez1•;;:reee-„1,..ee
tiOPKINIVIWAP
..dato.diaseessediekt
ft
•
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••
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PROMINENT FARMER HAD
MIRACULOUS ESCAPE FROM DEATH,
CLUNC TO PILOT OF A LO-
COMOTIVE.
Horse Was Instantly Killed'
and Buggy Reduced to
Splinters.
(From Monday's Daily.)
In driving across the L. & N.
tracks on Fourteenth street just a
few minutes before twelve °clock to.
clay, Mr. J. C. Adcock, a prominent
farmer of the Church Hill vicinity,
bad amiraculons escape from death.
His buggy was struck by the south
bound local freight with Engineer
O'Brien at the throttle, and the ve-
hicle was reduced to splinters, the
horse was dragxed about fifty yards
and irstantly killed, while Mr. Ad-
cock was thrown high in the air by
the shock but forturrately alighted
on the "cow catcher," to which he
managed to cling until the train Vas
brought to a standstill, and he was
unharmed save for flesh wound back
of the left ear, a slight stiffness of
his neck and a few bruises about his
body.
Mr. Afloock had been transacting
some business at the plant of the
Acme Mills and Elevator Co., and
had started back to town. When he
approached the track, a coal car
standing on a siding, prevented i his
seeing up the track toward the depot
and he did not hear the approaching
train, which had then gathered con-
siderable speed for the pull up the
heavy grade leading out of town.
The train struck the vehicle broad-
side and the wreck was complete.
Three of the four wheels were com-
pletely demolished. the 'bed was
splintered in several places and a
sack of meal was scattered along the
track. The horse was caught in the
drive whrels and when finally it
was throwu to one side the head had
been entirely severed from the body
and the throat and a large part of
the chest of the animal was a mass
of bleeding bone and tissue. Mr.
cock says he does not know how he
managed to save himself except that
when he struck the pilot of the loco-
motive he knew that he must hang
on, which he did Several people,
among whom were kfr.R.H.DeTrev-
ille and Mr.W.E. Adcock, trotber of
injured loan, witnessed the accident.
Mr. Adcock, who is an old soldier,
was smiling when he stepped from
the engine stud did not see in to be
the least nervous, remarking to those
who gathered about him to congrat-
ulate him upon his marvisioue es-
cape: -Well, charging batteries at
Gettysburg sae pleasant compared
to that experience."
Will treat Monument.
A c immittee has•been appoiuted
by the Lloyd Tilglitnau camp United
Confederate veterans, of Cadiz, to
solicit subscriptions for the erection
of a monument to the Confederate
dead of Ttigg county, and the proil-
poets are that a good amount will be
raised for that purpose. The propos-
ed monument st ill be erected at some
point in Cadiz, near the center of the
town.
CONFEDERATE REUNION
Dote For Mooting at Lou is-
villo Sot For Juno 6,8 and 7.
011•1. .11•••••=a1M.
It has been deelded to hold the
neat annual reunion of Confederate
Veterans, let for Louisville by the
IW encampment In Nashville, on
June 5, d and 7.
Worse Drought.
The drought now prevailing in this
section is the worst ever recorded by
the weather bureau. The total de-
ficiency In ranifall since the first of
tits year Is nearly 16 inches. The to-
tal precipitation for October and No-
vember has been little over a quarter
Of OD inch. It is said the drought of
1864 is worse, but there is no official
record of it.
".•-•
Mall Clerk Transferred.
J. W. P'Pool, mall clerk, has been
traneferred from the Gracey,
Clarksviile run to the run On the I.
C. R. R. from Evansville, Ind., to
Hopkinsville.
Mr. Day Promoted.
Cy Day, the L. dr N. agent at Crof-
ton for the past seventeen years, has
been promoted to the Henderson of-
fice, and Mr. Bontee, of Kelly sta-
tion goes to Crofton to take Mr.
Day's place.
Will Probated.
(From Monday's Daily.)
The will of the late P. H. Cook was
probated ti- is morning in the county
court. The Instrument is dated May
13, 1895. By its provisions after all
debts and funeral expenses have been
paid, the sum of $50 elich is to go to
his daughters, Wilmuth Grace and
Florence Sharber. To his wife, R.
A. Cook, is bequeathed a one-third
interest in the estate for the balance
of her natural life. The residue is to
be equally divide.: among the chil-
dren, A. H. Cook, Wilinuth Grace,
Marshall Cook, Orville Cook and
Florence Sharber. Orville Cook and
Ellington McGrace are named as
executors.
Changes In Trains.
L. & N. accommodation now ar-
rives at 8:45 p. m.
L. dr N. train No. 62, arrives at 9:41
a. m., instead of 10:10 a. in.
I. C. train No. 331, leaves at 11:20
a. m., instead of 12:45.
At the postoffioe all mails are made
up thirty minutes before trains are
due.
SAMUEL GOMPERS
Re-elected President of the
American Federatioa
of Labor.
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 28.--
Samuel G.enpere was unanirnonsly
re•elected president of the American
Federation of Labor, except that
Victor Berger, of Milwaukee, asked
that It's vot be recorded in the eeg-
ative. Secretary Frank Morrison
and Treasurer John B. Lennon were
unanimously chosen to serve another
term. The following vice presidents
were re-elected: Jas. Duncan, John
Mitchell, James O'Coarreilf- Max
Morris, Thos. I. Kidd, D. A. Hayes,
Daniel!. Keefe and Wm. J.Spencer.
•
Family Reunion.
MEIN= .M•
Quite a number of the Migin hunk
ly met at Hotel Lucile yesterday
and enjoyed a sort of family rennin%
Among those present were Mr. and
Mrs. S. P. Elgin, of Fairview; W.
H. Elgin, Hopkinsville; Mrs, G. W.
Lackey, of Pembroke, and children
of Mrs. W. B. Kennedy, of Hopkins-
ville. The mother of the proprietor,
G. W. Elgin, was expected but her
health would not pertnit.—Madison-
ville Hustler.
Miss 11111,414iff Sill1f4 will return to
Bowling Green tide evening after a
visit to Mies Letticia Fairleign.
AUTHORITIES ET VIGOROUSLY
TO RIO COUNTY OF SMALLPDX.
THREE NEW CASES HERE
SINCE FRIDAY,
Work of Vaccination Is Be-
ing Carried On In Every
Section.
Three new cases of smelipox have
been reported tii this city since Fri-
day night and in each instance
prompt measures were taken. Two
of the cases were among white peo-
ple, being Mrs. Fannie Ledford re-
siding on the corner of Eighteenth
and South 'Virginia streets, and Mr.
J. B. Redmond residing on West
Nineteenth street. As soon as these
cases were repotted they were quar-
antined and vaccination of all who
had been exposed took place. The
oilier case was a negro living on the
corner of Campbell and Eleventh
streets. This case was taken to the
pest house and the building from
which he was taken thoroughly fu-
migated.' The health authorities
have three men. employed who have
had the diseas.3 whose sole duty it is
to properly fumigate houses where
small pox had been developed. As
soon as a case is reported and re-
moved to the pest house or has re-
covered after having been quaran-
tined these men go there and person-
ally attend te the fumigation of the
room under the latest and most Sci-
entific principles.
The determination of the autliori-
ties to see that the law is upheld in
regard to handling smallpox was ex-
hibited Sunday night at Gracey. At
that place they havo a local pest-
house for riegroes. There have been
aeveral applications from relatives
and friends of these patients to be al-
lowed to go inside and vhat them,
all of whieli were of course refused.
Guards were appointed and sent
there to see that no one without the
right entered the building, these
guards being divided into a nay and
night shift. Sunday night the rela-
tives and friends of the patients be-
came angry at not beivg allowed en-
trance and the report was spread
that they were going to force an en-
trance. When this report reached
1 the ears of the physicians there theyordered out both the night and dayguards and even some of the doctors
armed themselves and stood guard
duty _for several boars in anticipa-
tion of the expecten visit.
A rope was stretched entirely
around the pest house on which
lighted lanterns were hung at short
distances and had the negroes made
an attempt to force so entrance there
would have been a warm reeeptiou
awaiting them. However the report
was either groundless or the nogroes
thought better of it after seeing the
preparations being made and no as-
sault was made on the pdst house,
All through the county the determi-
nation of the physicians to stamp
out the disease is the same and the
situation is undoubtedly improved
already.
As such grossly exaggerated re-
ports of an impending quarrantine of
the county have been spread so
broadcast the health officers are not
keeping any facts hid in regard to
the situation, but desire that the ex-
act status of affairs shall be publish-
ed and the people informed as to the
progress made against the disease.
Notwithstanding such reports have
been widely °Insulated the country
people take no stook In them and
come to town as usual, there being
fully the average number of visitors
from the surrounding section in the
city every day. There his been no
quarantine established In Hopkins.
villa or Christian county of any kind
except that of private houses or pest
houses, where there were oases of
smallpox, and with the recent im-
provement in the situation even the
slight possibility of such a step be-
ing taken as heretofore existed is
overcome.
DeWitt'. 0,2 Salvo
For Mei Burns, Soros. '
MORETHAN FAIR.
Read L. L. Elgit.'s Guarantee Bond
that Miona Will Cure the Worst
Case of Dyspepsia.
The unique plan on which Mionia
is sold is more than fair. Unless it
cures dyspepsia and all forms of
stomach trouble, the purchaee price
is returned at once in accordance
with the following guarantee bcnd :
GUARANTEE BOND
I hereby agree to refund the ittoney paidfor 1141-o•na on return of empty box, ifthe purchaser tells me that it has failedto cure indigestion or stomach troubles.This gaarantee covers two boxesow amonth's treatment. Price, fOc per box.(Signed) L. L. ELGIN.
If it were not practically infalia-
ble in curing indigestion and the
melancholy, sleeplessness, and weak
nerves caused by that disease, Mr.
Elgin could not afford to sell the
remedy in this way. His faith in the
medicine is so Implicit that thisguarantee bond is given with everybox he sells.
Begin the use of Miona today, as afew day's treatment will give relief
and its continued use perfect health.
21,28dec.5
A Card of Thanks.
A friend in need is a friend indeed.
We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness in time of
need through our loss by fire.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Smithson.
A Act directly on ers i s TillieCtyll scntiersest Csr
Sold for GO years.
Want your moustache or beard BUCKINGHAMa beautiful brown or rich black? li:: nm cr. OP DUWISTS Was.,.
DR FENNER'S
idney
AND
Backache
ALso PURIFIES THE 131,001).
All Dim*
kidney!,
urinary
Alio
disease,
female
Don't become discouraged. There is a cure for you. If oecessaryBe has spent a lifetime curing Just such cases as yours. All amteellatioall
Suffered with Kidney Trou
Had Pains in His Back.'
'For some time pastbeen suffering with kidney
causing severe pains in my
was unable to do any heftilyI tried many remedies andbut without benefit I
commenced taking Dr. F
ney and Backache Cure andprompt relief and now
months, have had . no return
aches and pains and am able
as I could not before.
My little grandson has
greatly benefited by its use.
I certainly heartily
your Kidney and Backache
am very thankful for the ente
wrought in me. Your, truly,
Jonz
Father of Frank Long,
Hotel Oxford, Topeka,
Sold by Druggists, 50e. and $1. Get Cook Book andYin never heard of anyone using, the Kidneys—FREE. M. ld. Fenner, M. D., /Mos* itFoley's Honey and Tar and not be-
ing satisfied. For Sale by R. C. HardwIell.
Thanksgiving Sale Cutlery:
LANDERSAIARY&CLARICSMAKE„
The Most Complete Line of
Cutlery Ever Shown in
the City. Prices Right
Forbes M'f'g C o.
We would also call your attention to our
Large Stock of
RANGES, HEATING.
and COOK STOVE 
THE GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE praised by over six huaadred users in Christian county. The Reliance, Never Break, Del-mar and several other of cheaper makes. The old renalESTATE 0All heater, Moore's Air Tight, Moore's Oak, ItoOak. Wonder Oak, Vulcan Jewel and nuthy others too ato mention. All of these stove, are not the BUT, but 801101 et,them are, and If you will oaU and see us we will point out' thebest ones for you. We have no big snake or elephant on mkt*tion but unsurpassed bargains in above lines.
Call and see us.
I Forks Manufg. C
WAPAPAMMIWA APANYVAPNAMM
1••• •‘,•4,..7
Lv. HopkInsville
Ar. Clarksville
Ar. Ashland City
Ar. Nashville
Get the HaSit.
Take
Life Plant
and Get Well
Medical history does not record a
discovery that will equLl the merits
if LIFE PLANT.
10Ir the cure of Rheumatism, Catarrh
WI all Blood Diseases. Its action
Is quick thorough and permanent.
It sensitises 'the blood, elim-
inates the poisonous germ that ere
SIN disease, makes new, rich, pure
and disease cannot exist when
the bioo8 is pure.
Our guarantee is
rgelumatlera for one year, and a
byt poollou of Umlauts I woe
eteell grareely walk, My aakie
swollen • great deal at tie time,
seareety get on my oboe. My
VIN• numb and I sutured watts-
. I tried a great meaty re
Woe usable to get relief. naillitet1
I PLANT, I took roar bottle, an
'slimly eared. It le a grialismedy.“
r Best Display
is by those who have had work
hero. They can be seen all over
but it will not be known in es-
011110 that they bad resource to
DENTISTY
Teeth made at this oflies are exact
Nur reproductions of the natural teeth.
gar %own and bridge work is un-
1111111111ased.
A Good Set
\ of Teeth for 5
Louisville
ntalParlors
to Court House, Hopkinsville
Hy. Home Phone 1214.
.ennessee Central R R
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday June 5th.
.0tRAIN NO. 1. Passenger—Daily.
Pr. Hopkinsville 8.15 a in
tdir. Clarksville... ......... 7:19 a in
Ar. Ashland City 8•16 ant
At. Nashville  9 15 a m
TRAIN NO 8. Daily—Passenger.
4'80 p m
6.88 pm
915 p in
710 p in
TRAINg ARRIVE At Hopkinsville
No. 4—Daily 19:01 p. in
No. 2—Dai1y 9.86 p. in
Mixed Trains, Daily except Sunday,
No. 1111, arrives Hopkinsville 2:00 pm
Re. 96, leaves Hopkinsville 8:00 p m
E. H. HINTON, E. M. SHPIEWOOD
Traffic Manager, • Agent.
Weebville,Tenn. Hopkinsville,Hy
cris•• Illinois
Central
Railroad
TIMENairo,„/ CARD
Effective Sunday,:April 3rd.)r". NO. 838, DAILY.eves Hopkinsville 6.4e a rnArrives Princeton., 7.40 a m" Paducah 9.26 a m
" Cairo 11:86 am
Arrives St. Louis 6-16 p m
Arrives Chicago 10:60 p m
NO. 884, DAILY 
Leaves Hopkinsville 12:46 a in
Arrives Princeton  1:66 pm
" Henderson.  6:00 pm
" Evansville. 6:46 p in
E;1, Loaves Pyinceton 
Arrives Paducah.
' Arrives Louisville 
' LO&Tas Princeton.
Leaves Princeton
4
Leaves Hopkinsville
- 
Arrives New 0? le um 
, Arrives Princeton..
Arrives Memphis. 
NO 840 DAILY 
11:00pm
10:03 a m
Slop m
7:00 p m
4.15 p rn
4.80 p in
2:08 p in
8.00 p m
257 ant
Antos. Lotilsville ... _7:50 a in
Waves Princeton 
wives Memphis 810 a m
2:86 a m
' " Now Orleans 7•66 p in
lo $41 daily aralopkinsvdls 9:40 an'
1 ON daily arrives " 8:50 p m
=rives " MIS p a.
ItY• D. ILDC/ON..
' Alf., nswillc
• ,,,••••,,et
ACCIDENT VICTIMS
ARDEN SOUTHALL W AS
THROWN FROM BUCCY.
Lad Receives Part of .Shot
Intended For a
Rabbit.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Arden, the sixteen year old son of
Dr. J. A. Southall of the Lafayette
neighborhood, was painfully injured
Wednesday night in a run away ac-
cident.
The young man had been to a party
and on his return the horse nitched
to his buggy became fright( led and
upmanageable and after tanning
some distance Mr. Southall was
thrown out of the vehicle, and into a
wire fence on the roadside. He was
severely bruised by the fall at sev-
eral places on his body and a long
and deep gash was out in his right
leg by the barbed wire. The acci-
dent occurred near his home and his
father dressed his wounds. While
the out is extremely painful it is not
considered dangerous. •
Struck By Shot.
Walter Benny Major, the young
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Major,
living near this city on the Cadiz
road had a narrow escape from death
last Saturday. •
He was out hunting with some col-
ored boys one of whom fired at a
rabbit not noticing that the white
boy was in a gully nearby. Se*eral
shot struck the boy in the body, but
his wounds were not serious enough
to prevent his going to school as us-
ual this week.
Neuralgia Pains.
Rheumatism, lumbago, and solar,
le pains yield to the penetrating in-
Buenos of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
It penetrates to the nerves and bone
and being absorbed into the blood,
its healing prriperties are conveyed
to every part of the body, and effect
some wonderful cures. 2643, 6Jc, $1.00
at Ray & Fowler's.
Farmers to the Front.
A representativJ of the American
Society of Equity will meet you at
every postoffice in the county com-
mencing Dee. 1. Watch your county
papers for the date. The object is to
get you to help this society to main-
tain their price on tobacco as we did
for our wheat. There is nothing true
in the report that no tobacco is
bought only from the organized far-
mers.
F. B. MoCOWN, D. D.
Rev. John Reid, Jr.,of Great Falls,
Mont., recommended Ely's Cream
Balm to me. I can emphasize his
statement, "It is a positive cure for
catarrh if used as directed."—Bev.
Francis W. Poole, pastor Central
Pres. Church, Helena, Mont.
After using Ely's Cream Balm
six weeks I believe myself cured of
eatarrh.—Joseph Stewart, Grand
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 etc
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 55 War-
ren St., New York.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
_
FOR SALE.
One of the most complete and de-
sirable suburbs:. residences near the
city, just outside the city limits.
Fine, large two-story brick house
with ten rooms besides bathrooms,
closets and kitchen, elegant roomy
veranda, both front and back, house
piped and fully supplied with hot
and cold water from an inexhausti-
ble supply of pure, clear water from
an artesian well over 100 feet deep;
Good stables and all other outhouses
that could be needed on a large
place, twenty-three and one-half
acres of beautiful grounds; eiery-
thing in the very best order and re-
pair.
This property can be bought for
loss $hea Use iraprovsments would
devil "ElhOlit
It Doesn't Score Folks
to be told the truth about
Lion Coffee
The scare
-crow coffees are those
that hide undera glazing of factory
eggs, glue and such stuff.
Linn coffee is pare, wiled/moms,
abeisesd, rich in flavor and uniformgtrength. The air-tight, sealedpackage inimrea cleanliness, fres&
moss and uniformity.
41 PERSONAL
(From Friday's Daily.)
Dr. Bennett and family, of Central
City, are the guests of the family ot
Mr. J. P. Braden, on North Main St.
H. H. Golay returned from St.
Louis this morning.
Mrs. Lillian Rudy, of Madison-
ville, is attendinithe teachers' asso:
elation.
Prof. McHenry Rhoads, Dr. Na-
than Krasnowetz, Prof. W. J. Craig,
Mrs. J. B. Lame and Prof. Warren
Payton, of Utica, will leave tonight
for Hopkinsville to attend the meet-
ing of the Second District EducaL
tional association.— Owensboro In-
quirer.
Mrs. H. Alien Hardison, of Nash-
ville, Tenn., is visiting her parents,
Judge and Mrs. W. P. Winfree.
Mrs. A. G. Warfield has returned
from Clarksville.
Mr. H. M. Dalton, of Princeton,
Mo., is in the city.
Judge R. A. Burnett, of Cadiz is in
the city.
Mr. W. R. Howell is here from Pa
ducati.
Mr. Terry Ferguson, of Canton, is
in the city.
Mrs. Mary Stevens has returned
from a visit to Hopkinsville,—May
field Monitor.
Dr. T. L. Bacon and daughter,
Mrs. W. A. Wilson, will return this
afternoon from Evansville, where
they spent Thanksgiving with the
family of Dr. C. P. Bacon.
Mr. Kenneth Brown is here visit-
ing his brother, Dr. F. M.. Brown.
Miss Virgie Nourse Is at home for
the rianksgiving holidays.
Isaac Garrott, Isaac Major, W. A.
Radford and sons, Cyrus and W. T.,
left yesterday for Florida, the form-
er going to Winter Haven and the
latter to Lake Weir. — Pembroke
Journal.
Mr. Tom Clardy, of Howell, Chris-
tian county, is visiting the family of
Mr. T. E. Crenshaw. of near Roaring
Springs D. I. Smith and wife of
Pembroke, visited relatives here this
week.—Cadiz Rcoord.
Mr. H. S. Wade has returned home
from Herrin, Ill.
Mrs. L. M. Hill and son, of Uniting
Forks spent yesterday with Mrs. W.
A. Wade.
A Good Complexion.
"Sparkling eyes and rosy cheeks
restored by using DeWitt's Little
Early Risers," so writes S. P. Moore,
of Nacogdoches, Tex. A certain cure
for biliousness, constipation, etc.
Small pill—easy to take—easy to act.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
CASE IS DISMISSED
No Evidence To Show Kill-
ing Was Not Accidental.
(From Friday's Daily)
The examining trial of Bud. Word
who shot and killed Tom Carter a
few days ago, was called in the coun-
ty court this morning and on motion
of county attorney 0. H. Anderson
the case against the prisoner was dis-
missed, there being no evidence to
disprove the boy's story that the kill-
ing was accidental, Both parties
are negroes.
•-•
Mothers Praise It.
Mothers everywhere praise One
Minute Cough Cure for the suffer-
ing it has relieved and the lives of
their little ones it has saved. A cer-
tain cure for coughs, croup and
whooring cough. A. L. Spafford.
postmaster, of Checter, Mich., says:
"Our little girl was unconscious
from strangulation during a sudden
and terrible attack or croup. One
Minute Cough Cure quickly relieved
and cured her and I cannot praise it
too highly." One Minute Cough
Cure relieves coughs, maims breath-
ing easy, outs on phlegm, draws out
ialnanliMUllere?
saw hrs.°. 
.svory
ulla.
PNEUMONIA FATAL
MRS. REEDER SUCCUMBS
TO THE DISEASE.
Mr. Hammond Dies After
Illness of One Week's
Duration.
(From Friday's Daily)
Mrs. GI G. Reeder died at her home
near this city yesterday at noon from
an aggravated attack of pneumonia
from which she had been suffering
for several days. She was thirty-
eight years of age, and her husband
and four children, the eldest being
only seven years old, survive her.
She Was a consecrated and consis-
tent member of the Concord chum,
and by her devout Christian life and
many line attributes of character
was loved by a large circle of
acquaintances. Mr. Reeder, hus-
band of the deceased, recently suf-
fered the toss of his right leg above
the knee and three fractures in the
left limb. Since the accident occur-
ed he has since been steadily improv-
ing and was able to make the journey
to this city from Earlington and to
attend his wife's funeral. Mrs.
Reeder caught eold,which afterward
ran into pneumonia and caused her
death, while attending her husband
at Earlingten after the accident
occurred there which came so near
depriving him of his life.
Interment took place this after-
noon at 2 o'clock In Hopewell cem-
etery.
Trigg county bas lost another in-
fluential citizen in the death of Mr.
J. W. Hammond. He was ill a
week and petunonia caused death.
Mr. Hammond was born in Trigg
county about sixty-five years ago,
and was a son of T. J. Hammond,
who was a state senator during the
war. Thirty years ago Mr. Ham-
mond was united in marriage to
Mies Bettie Averitt who, with three
eons, survive him. He leaves an
only brother, Squire T. J. Hammond
of Gracey.
Mrs. W. R. Lewis died this morn-
ing at 7:80 o'clock at her home in
Crofton. Consumption was the
cause of death. She leaves a hus-
band but no children. Mrs. Lewis
was an excellent lady and her death
causes deep sorrow in the commu-
nity. She was a daughter of Mrs.
William Armstrong, formerly of this
city. The deceased was a life-long
and faithful Christian and a member
of Mt. Zion Baptist church. The
interment will take place tomorrow
in the Hamby burying ground.
Best Liniment on Earth.
Henry D. Baldwin, Supt. City Wa-
ter Works, Shullsburg, Wis., writes:
"I have tried many kinds of lini-
ment, but I have never received
much benefit until I used Ballard's
Snow Liniment for rheumatism and
pains. I think it the best liniment
on earth." Me, 500, $1.00 at Ray &
Fowler's.
Cats Bride In Trigg.
Mr. D. Cullom Overby, a young
farmer living near Buffalo church in
Christian county, and Miss Mattie
Wallis, the beautiful daughter of Mr.
John J. Wallis. were married last
Sunday morning at t!-..e home of Mr:
C. E. Thomas, two miles east of Ca-
diz, where the young lady has been
living for some time. The ceremony
was performed by Rev. I. N. Stroth-
er in the presence of a few friends.
Both have many friends, and all
wish for then) a future of much Joy
and happiness.—Cadiz Record.
••••••• 
Cured Consumption.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Clearwater,
Kan., writes: "My husband lay sick
for three months. The doctors said
that he had quick consumption. We
procured a bottle of Ballard's fore.
hound Syrup, and it cured him.
That was Aix years ago. Since then
we have always kept a bottle in the
house. We cannot do without it. For
coughs and colds it has no equal."
25c, 60c, 21.00 at Ray hp Fowler's.
WANTED—Lady or gentlemen of
fair education to travel for a firm of
$260,000 00 capital. Salary $1419.00
per year and expenses; salary paid
weekly and expenses advanced. Ad-
OP, with PtPul ' -
soder; *midst
11VC-1-10S
Rifle and Pistol Cartridges.
The proof of the pudding is the eating; the proof of
the cartridge is its shooting. The great popularity
attained by Winchester rifle and pistol cartridges
during a period of over 30 years is Ilhe best proof of
their shooting qualities. They always give satisfac.
tion. Winchester .22 caliber cartridges loaded with
Smokeless powder have the celebrated Winches.
ter Greaseless Bullets, which make them cleaner to
handle than any cartridges of this caliber made.
ALL SUCCESSFUL SPORTSMEN USE THEM.
Public Sale 01110110 1111
ar.emPONA•PALaP
Monday, Dc. 5,
1904, we will, at the court H
door in Hopkinsville. Kyf, unless
privately sooner, offer for sale to th
highest bidder, a house and lot on
Cor. of Brown and Broad Sts., in
Hopkinsville, Ky. This,is a large lot:.
with a desirable dwelling of 6 rooms
in good repair.
Terms easy and made Known on day of
sale, or application to
Willfree & Knight, Agcnts
For MRS. FULCHER.
PUBLIC SALE
We will on Tuesday, Dec. 6, '04
On the Farm of J. H. Winfree on Clarksville Pike.
Four Miles from Hopkinsville, Ky.. Sell at
Public Auction the Following Property:
Fifteen head of Mules and horses, including one
gentle saddle and harness horse.
Four Milch Cows with calves.
Fifteen head of Beef Cattle, steers and heifers.
Two Bulls.
Fifty head of Stock Hogs sows and shoats.
Twelve head of Duroc Jersey Sows (bred)
One Engine and Separator.
One clover Huller. One Whitman Hay Baler.
One feed grinder, binders, mowers, hay rakes and
farming implements of all kinds, wagons, buggies,
wagon harness, etc.
Sale on six months time without interest.
Barbecued dinner on grounds.
J. H. WINFREE,
M. F. and A. A. WINFREE
9111 0! MSSUC
Capital Paid In.... $100.000.00
110PI  I
Surplus 30.000.00
Henry C. Gant,
J. E ,McPherson,
H I, McPherson,
President
Cashier
• - Asst. Cashier
Vt e solicit the azcouuts of Firms, Corporations and Individ
uals, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or making any change
in existing relations, would be glad to correspond with you.
Pay Spot Cash for
PRODUCE and FEED
Eggs Poultry Wool Hides Sheep
Pelts Furs Hay Corn Oats
We pay the market prices and spot cash; we buy in
all quantities--large and small. Ready to do business at
all time. Call and see us for prices. X $,
11,yik Co
Depot
FIE IT PEMBROKE
DESTROYS RESIDENCE OF
.1. W. COVINCTON
'lees About 4,000.-Hard111 
Wort to Keep the Flames
From Spreading.
Last night between nine and ten
o'slock the resideoce of Mr. J. W.
Plrettigtoo at Pembroke was eon-
Sinned by fire. The blase originated
from some unknown cause ou the
seriond floor of the building and when
dioeovered it had gained such head-
way that it was impossible to save
any of the furaiture on that floor and
only. a portion of the contents of the
lower floor. Mrs. Covington was ab-
', 0011$ from home on a visit to Nash-
ville and all the other members of
**family bad retired except Mr.
• OrmIngtes and be was just undress-
IngArben the alarm was given. The
volunteer fire department did val-
iant work but could not save , the
building. The loss is about $4,000,
with only about $1,600 ot $1,800 insur-
arum. The residence was a two-story
building and one of the prettiest and
most substantial in Pembroke.
Considerable difficulty was expe-
rienced in saving adjoining houses
on amount of the high wind which
prevailed during the night.
Shaokelford-Vaughn.
From Wednesday's Daily*
Mr. Charles Vaughn and Miss
ZthelShackelferd drove to Clarks-
ville yesterday afternoon and were
"tarried this morning in the parlor.
of tile Arlington hotel at ten o'clock,
the oeremony befog pronounced by
the pastor of the Presbyterian
*berth of that city. The marriage
was not an elopement. They will re-
tern to this city this afternoon and
will make their future home here.
Miss Clara Shackleford, a sister of
the bride, and Mr. Thomas Torian
aosompanied the couple to Clarks-
ville.
Tbe groom Is a popular and de-
serving young man of this city, be-
ing a son of Col. and Mrs. William
Vaughn. Be owns and conducts a
transfer business.
The bride is the pretty eighteen-
year old daughter of Mr and Mrs. J.
L. Shackelford, and, although she
has only been a resident of Hopkins-
viile for a few months, she has al-
ready made a host of friends by her
charming manner..
The Watchword of Women.
Modesty is woman's watchword.
Whatever threatens her delicate
sense of modesty, frightens her. For
this reason many a woman permits
diseases of the delicate womanly or-
gans to become aggravated because
she cannot bring herself to submit to
the ordeal of unpleasant question-
ings, offensive examinations, and
obnoxious local treatments, which
some physicians find necessary.
Doubtless thousands of the women
who have taken advantage of Dr.
Pierce's offer of free eonsultation by
letter, have been led to do so-by the
escape tnus offered from a treatment
repugnant to modesty. Any sick
woman may write to Dr. Pietce,
Buffalo, N. Y., in perfect confidence;
all lettere being treated as strictly
private and sacredly confidential,
and all answers be lug sent in plain
envelopes with no advertl3ing or oth-
er printing upon them. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription has been long
hailed as "a God-send to women."
It makes weak women strong and
sick women well. "Favorite Pre-
acription" contains no alcohol, neith-
er opium, cocaine nor other narcotic.
Dwelling Destroyed.
( From Wednesday's aily.)
The dwelling of Sam Chaney, on
Durrett avenue, was entirely con-
sumed by fire this looming at half
past one o'clock. The fire originated
from some unknown cause and when
discovered the building was in a
bright blaze and nothing coald be
%eyed, evet1 the occupants barely
having time to escape. The loss of
the house and contents will amount
to several hundred dollars with 1276
insurance.
Farmers to the Front.
A representative of the American
Society of Equity will meet you at
the following time and places to get
you to help us to maintain our price
on tobacco as we did on wheat:
Hopkinsville. city court room, Dec.
5th, 1 p.
Beverly school house, Dec. 5th, 7
p.m.
Howell, Dec. 6th, 10 a. m.
Herndon, Dec. 6th, 1 p. m.
Bermettstown, Dee. 6th, 8 p. m.
Pee Dee, Dec. 6th, 7 p. m.
Newstead, Dr°. 7th, 10 a. in.
Gracey, Dec. 7th, 2 p. m.
Members of this society at each of
the above named places are request-
ed to urge the importances of this
meeting.
F. B. McCOWN, D. P.
Ever shoot? you don't know the
real pleasure of it ludo" you have
used Peters Shells.
Home For Bishop.
--
A residence to cost between $20,-
000 and $30,000 will be purchased by
the Episcopal diocese of Kentucky
for the bishop. This decision was
reached at a meeting held in Louis-
ville at Which there were present the
delegates to the diocesan council
and a large number of communi-
cants.
Clarksville Failure.
John Hyman, a Clarksville mer-
chant known as "Cheap John," went
into voluntary bankruptcy yesterday
and closed the doors of his store.
The liabilities are said by the attor-
neys to be between $5,000 and $6,000,
and it is not thought the assets will
amount tot more than $2,000.
Dogwood Doings.
The Rev. B. F. Hyde, for ten years
pastor. of Barren Spting Baptist
church, and widely known as being
one of the ablest and most conse-
crated miniseers in this region, was
unanimously recalled by the church
to serve as pastor for the coming
year, 1905.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Fruit spent
Saturday and Sunday with the fami-
ly of Mr. Samuel Fruit.
Mr. Bennie Myres is very sick at
present with chills and fever.
Miss Georgia Yancey,,of Hopi) Ra-
vine, is spending this week with her
brother, Mr. J. 0. Yancey.
Miss Lena Foster, of South Chris-
tian, visitet. Miss Bernard King Sat-
urday and Sunday.
Mrs. Virginia Barnes and daugh-
ter, Miss Fay, seeet Thanksgiving
with Mrs. H. T. Fruit's family.
Misses Eva and Maude Under-
wood visited Mm-s. Welter White re-
cently.
Nearly everybody in this com-
munity ih being vaccinated on ac-
count of the smallpox scare.
Mr. anu Mrs. Willie Vinson visit-
ed Mr. Rufus liarricon's family,
near Antioch last week.
The dry weather continues in tole
section, and water is very scarce.
Do you hunt? Well, don't hunt
very long for ammunition—simply
ask for Peters Loaded Shells.
Made Trip in Wagon.
(From Tuesday's Daily.) Aggig1
Mr. Leaches Brame arrived in the
city yesterday from Oklahoma where
he recently drew a very valuable lot
in the government distribution. Mr.
Brame made the trip hack to this
city in a c vered weou after the
primitive style employed yeers ago.
He was en the road six weeks but
enjoyed the novelty of his trip.
Soft
Harness
YOU din make your bso
new as soft as a glove
and as tough we wire by
min( EUREKA Her.
sees Oil. You canlengthen its life—rnaka itlast twine as i0^e as ig
ordinarily WOOM,
EUREKA
Harness Oil
makes a poor looking har-
ness like new. Made ofpure. heavy bodied oil, re-peelally prepared to with.Stand iii. weather.
Sold everrwhore
Is eaos—e Mae*.
Ms by STANDARD OIL Cu.
VISITS OF DEAPER.1 CONSUMPTION
  
CAN BE
 CURED Sr
DR. CHARLES SHACKEL-
FORD IS DEAD.
Mrs. Oliver Receives Stroke
of Paralysis Which
Proves Fatal.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Dr. Charles Shackelford, for forty
years a practicing physic!an in Hop-
kinsville, died Saturday night, aged
eighty-five years. He had been an
inmate of the Western asylum a
number of years. He was born in
this city Nov. 28, 1817, his parents
having been among the early settlers
from Virginia. His father, Judge
Benjamin She ekelforti, was a law
yer. After engaging in the mercan-
tile business several years the sub-
ject of this sketch studied medicine
under Dr. David Glass and began
practicing the profession in 1851. At
the beginning of the Civil war he
was appointed the first Confederete
provost marshal of Chrie Hari c iunty.
Afterwards, he was assistant comis-
sary under Major Denman. He was
arrested in Hopkinsviele by the Fed.
orals and 'kept several eeke in
prison. He was a Whig in early
life, but became a staunch Demo-
crat. He was marriel three tiu es.
Dr. Shackelford was a devoted
Christian and a member of the Epis-
copal church.
Mrs.W.C. Oliver,wife of a promin-
ent planter of West Fork ,died at her
home this morning about 4:30 o'clock
from the e3ects of a stroke of pares') -
sis sustained on Thanksgiving day.
Since receiving the stroke Mrs. Oli-
ver had steadily declined until death
relieved her this morning, She was
sixty-five years of age and had lone
been a devout member of the Salem
Baptist church, and was beloved by
all who knew her. Only her hus-
band survives her, the couple having
no children. Interment will take
place tomorrow in the family bury-
ing ground, the services being con-
ducted by the Rev. Mr. Grant, pastor
of the Salem church
W. L. Woodson, a promineot ulti-
sen of the Fairview vicinity, died
last night of typhoid fever. He was
fifty-two years of age and was a
member of the Baptist church. He
enjoyed the respect and confidence
of the entire community. Funeral
services will b3 held at the residence
this afternoon at three c'elock and
interment will take place in the
family burying ground. We have just received an elegant line of
Use Peters Loadeo Shells and your light driving harness. Prices run from
birds will not 1;0,4 away.
A Beautiful Girl Saved From Dread Consump
--Other Wonderful Cu
Miss knelia Weymei*
 mt. 
Hundreds of Women Cured of t
First Stages of Consumpt on
by Pe-ru-na.
The Following Letter From a Thank-
ful Woman Tells Its Own
Story.
Mrs. Mary E. Hoblit, 2;,01 Clinto
avenue, Minneapolis, Minn., writes:
"My sou en tfered for three months with
catarrh of the bronchial tubes which
threatened.to become very serious. The
docters advised that lie seek a more
favorable climate, but as ho had heard of
Peruna as a specific for lung trouble he
decided to give it a trial before he left
his family for an expensive journey
among strangers. For six months he
used it faithfully and found that the
trouble gradually disappeared eind bless-
ed health took its place. :n two months
he was perfectly well and able to per-
form his duties. You have indeed a
grateful mother's thanks."—Mrs. Mary
Miss Amelia Weymer, Appleton, Wis.,
"Early last summer I contracted • cold
Seemed to bang on to me and could not be
off. From the head it went to the throat, aid
affected my lungs. My mother felt very as,
and as we had used Peruna In the las*
she advised me to try it. I was somehow
posed but was persuaded to try Peruses.
DOC day Convinced me that It was no
kine, within a week I was much bettor
weeks I was well, and I felt much strongerMuch better health generally. I wasps
Isfied with the results from the use of
Miss Amelia Weyzner.
ifX
It is the praise of those who have been
cured by Peruna that makes this remedy
so popular and so extensively used. No
advertisement could have accomplished
this result.
Peruna cures the first, stages of con-
gumption by removing the vatic'', whiCh
is chroni,• e: The catarrh having
been cured I be ,•ougli and other dig-
agreeable %V 1110tOing MUM,
DEATH CAME AS
UNINVITED GUEST.
(Special to New Era.)
HARRODSBURG, Ky., Nov. 80 —
John Anderson, aged seventy-seven
years, and a well known citizen re-
siding near here, died suddenly of
heart disease while sitting in front
of the fire conversing with those
who had congregated to do honor to
his birthday anniversary.
SPOTTED WITH
NATIONAL COLORS.
(Special to New Era
PERU, Ina., Nev. 30.—At the
county infirmary yesterday a young
man, whose name is not known,
died after a brief illness. The body
of the young man Vial, spotted like a
leopard, but the colors were light 
blue, pale red and white. The boy 
cheaper than an
was an idot. On burgoo day here
late in October the boy was exhibit-
ed by strangers and the next day the
men deserted him. He wandered
around town until the officers found
him, and then lie was removed to
the infirmary. It is said that he
was brought to this city from Kala-
mazoo, Mich.
LIGHT
DRIVING
HARNESS
$12.50-tol$27.50.
CATARRH CAUSES CONSUM
Pe-ru-na Never Fails to Cu
tarrh Wherever Located,
rrHE medical profession has
oughly prejudiced the minds
people against patent medicines
is with great reluctance that
can be persuaded to try such a
at first.
In nearly every one of the th
of remarkable cures that Perms*
made the patients had to De pe
by friertds very strongly before.,
could lay aside their prejudice againas
A large multitude, of course, bold'
against the persuasions of friends
die simply because they bays al
their minds to be poisoned against thief'
very excellent remedy. • .;
But fortunately there is another larsaiv,
multitude of people who are able lls ,
shake off their prejudiosaad try Perusal
before it is too late. These people are
rarely disappointed. They generally
other remedies at the beginning of
troubles. They allow a cold to
into catarrh of the head. They
catarrh of the head to gradually
catarrh of the throat. They still
using the doctor's medicine, or
other ineffectual remedy. The catarrh
stealthily spreads down the bronchial
tubes and reaches the lungs. Everybody
then becomes alarmed. Faith in the
doctor begins to disappear. The patient
reaches a state of mind in which he is
wilting to try almost anything. A bot-
tle of Peruna is sent for.
The first week it produces a d
change for the better. A few
continued treatment cures the pati
Then another happy man or wont=
added to the long list of people who
praising Fermin.
If you do not derive prompt and is
factory results from the use of Peru
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving et
full st•iturnent of your cage, anti wilti
be
 
platted to give you his valuitie eels
vie" gratis. '
Aildr,,s Pr. Hartman. President of
The 0 •VI",411 eselearluen. cohambos.0.
s s r
Some beauties in this shipment. If you want
something extra nice ccme and see what we
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very servicea-
*1 PERSONAL ai%
Vrom Wednesday's Daily)
Attorney John Feiand is in Ovani‘
boro attending federal court.
Mr. Rabert Holloway is in Hen-
derson.
Oscar Craig is quite ill at Hopkins--
ville.... Hun. W. E. Bouriand and
son, Ross, of D,xon, passed through
Sunday for Hopkineville, where he
went on legal business C. C. Wise,
went to Hopkinsville Sunday to do
some contract work . Judge Simons
went to Hopkinsville Sunday—Mad-
isonville Hustler.
fine Miss Florence Elgin hae returned
from a visit to relatives in MadillOtt•
ville.
Mrs. A. E. Greer, of Hopkinsville,
roturned home Sunday after visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Bet Allen.—Pa-
ducah Register.
Miss Ella Duvall, who has been
C011 LOC ted with the millinery estab-
lishment•of Mrs. Davis. has returned
t ) tier home in Marshall county.
ble hand-made harnebs at , Quality excelleiv, price satisfacto-
ry. That's why Peter's Shells are so
vif $13.50 ve \iv popular.CENTENARIAN DEAD
1See this if you want something extra strong. AT LOUISVILLE Will make some vary close prices on heavy
WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
Elks' Minstrel.
The Clarksville Elks will give a
big minstrel show on Dec. 6.
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.
GETiOUR PRICES
BEFORE BUYING!
F. A. YOST CO.,
20'7 N. MALINT.
" wompumoom*--.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Nov. 80.—Jas. 
Hendricks, the oldest man in Louis-
ville, died this morning at 10 o'clock
i at the age of
stricken with
We also sell Buggies down to supper last night henever been ill a day in his life.
Hendricks was born in County
101. Until he was
paralysis as he sat
had
Wexford, Ireland. on Aug.. 21, 18(I6.
He came to Louisville about sixty
years ago He leaves three childrer,
twenty-three grandchildren and thir-
ty great-grandchildren.
New Apple.
The Lexington Democrat Barb:
Prof. H. Garman, of the State col-.
legs, has discovered, so far as be
;snows, the only variety of apple ever
originated in Kentucky. This sokot
Is called “Fall Beauty," and hi
Seedling. It is a light red, strir
with a dark red and speckled $
gold Its taste is delightful, foi,
mellow, and neither mold norew
4
941* 11
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
1
FOR THE 8U1118CRIBER8
, OP THE NEW ERA.
1 .
4
ere
Thirty Valable Presents Will
Ile Distributed During
the Holidays.
There will be thousands of Christ•
mai presents given in Hopkiusville
this month but it is almost a certain-
ty that no one person or firm will
give away as many valuable presents
ss wi:1 the New Era. Of course the.
usual number of presenA will be
Yen to the relatives and friends but
In addition to these thirty handsome
sad useful article, will be distribut-
ed among the subscribers to the
paper on December 28.
Last year when the drawing for
the twenty-five premiums given
•away took place, the crowd was too
large to be accomodated by the cir-
cuit court room, numbers of them
not being able to get in. This testi-
fied to the great interest taken in the
drawing and this yoar the interest is
even greater as there are five more
premiums offered .and all the articles
are more valuable than those Dffered
last year.
Every claws of people have been
remembered In selecting the list and
there is nothing offered which will
not prove very acceptable to anyone
who draws it.
Generally in contests of this na-
ture the person holding chances is
forced to be present at the draw-
ing in order to secure his
his prize should his number be the
lucky one, but this is not the case
with the New Era's Gift Distribution.
Last year premiums were drawn by
parties in Sullivan, Ky., Cadiz, Ky.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Bell, Ky., ar.d oth-
er distant points, the premiums in
each instance being saved and the
parties promptly notified and such
disposal being made as they directed.\
The conditions this year are the same
.as governed the contest last year and
every one drawing a premium, no
/matter where they live, can rest as-
sured that It will be kept for them
r just as if they were present in per-
,eon.
Look on the margin of your paper
and see the date when your subscrie-
tiers expires. You can count up the
auleunt due as easily as we cen,$6.00
per year for the Daily aree $1.00 per
year for the Weikiy, and send in
your remittance and the tickets to
which you are entitled by your pay
, merit will be placed in the wheel f
or
. you.
Those who have once shot Peters
Loaded Shells or Cartridges will
never use any other make. You c
an
easily prove this statement.
DIED IN SQUALOR
IN BIG BUILDING.
BOSTON, Nov. 30.—The (lead body
of Char. E. French, a millionair, ,
was fouud stretched on the floor of a
desolate teem at toe top if his fine
big building, 283 Re sun street. As
he had lived during recent years, 
lie
died without friends or relatives near.
Medical. Examiner Draper said he
„., died from anaemia arid heart troubl
e
/and that death occurred two day
s
ago. He was about 70, and it was his
I brag that he could live on 21 cents a
1 ' day. This meager fare was t
he came
of his death.
KILLED FAMILY
IN DRUNKEN FURY.
(Special to New Era.)
ASHLAND, Ky., Nov. 80.—Word
reaches bare of a horrible wholesale
murder in Pike county, Ky. Enoch
Sloan, of Shelby, while.in a drunken
At, shot hie wife and four children
sad then killed himself. Neighbors
aroused by the report from the gun-
' *Ws, went to the scene, but all w
ere
sod except the youngest child,
bleb died within on boor.
PhouPlitioibuotlag,ls marred
11160, aftweelike. Karel: the
Alien&
!NOVELTIES.
They will be changed every day
or so, and you surely can find
something that will interest you
by taking a look at them.
or & Kitchen-
+awl
WORST DROUTH IN
STATE'S HISTORY.
No Rain for Months, and Wheat Is Ro
tting
and Tobacco Is Unstripped.—Difficult
In Some Sections To Secure Water.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Nov. NJ—
Dispatches to the Courler-Journal
from over Kentucky indicate that
the state is in the clutches of the se-
verest drouth experienced since 1864.
With but few exceptions, the drouth
Is general, no rain falling to amount
to anything for four menthe. In the
wheat growiug seetions the gra
in
sowed this fall has lain without
sprouting, in many instances decay-
ing. NO tobacco has been stripp
ed
for the market. The scar
city
of water in the • districts not
bordering on large streams has
resulted in greet loss to farmer'.
Many stockmen have had to sell
their stock iii crder to prevent their
decline. In other caseinfarmers have
secured water at a great cost or loss
of time.
Forest fires are raging in the
mountains in tee eastern and south-
ern part of Bath county, and thous-
ands of dollar,' worth of valuable
trees, fencing and other preperty has
been destroyed. Reports state that
several residences are in danger, and
parties have been organized to fight
the fire from houses.
OFFICIAL COUNT GIVES NEARLY 12,000
DEMOCRATIC MAJORITY IN KENTUCKY.
(Special to New;lera)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov.h9 -The
State Board of Election Commis-
sioners, composed of Mr. C. B.
Poyntz, of Maysville; Judge James
Breathitt, of Hopkineville, and Ap-
pellate Clerk Morgan Chinn, is in
session to Canvass the vote of the
counties in the recent election.
When the commissioners met they
found that the vote had been report-
ed by every county except two, Har-
Mien and Rockcastle. Taking the
unofficial returns from these coun-
ties, the Democratic plurality in
Kentucky at the recent election was
11,876. The total vote was 428,729, a
decrease of over 40,000 votes from the
total cast for president in 1900, The
Dentocra:ic vote fell off 21,489 and
the Republican vote fell off 26,013.
The Prohibitionist vote increased
from 3,780 in 1900 to 8,283; the Popu-
list vote, from 1,861 to 2,679; the So-
cialist rote, from 646 to 3,544 and the
Socialist Labor vote, from 390 to 694.
The official vote in Christian coun-
ty was as folIceee: Republican, 3,-
870; Democrat, 2,681; Prohibition, 69.
With but few exceptions, the elec-
tion of Chairmen by Democratic
committees yesterday over the state
was done hannonionely. In Mont-
gomery comity there was a split,
two chairmen being elected. The
election of Clarence Finn as chair-
man of the Owensboro City Demo-
cratic Committee caused a protest on
the ground Mat he is a candidate
tor office. There will also be a con-
test in Kenton.
ceitOrrY 4:41, SO ARE THE
. 0+
114011-AN*‘
1%-cts
If Bought Frornla Trusty Jeweler.
We have handled—repaired—inspected and sold th
ous-
ands of the Waltham and Elgin Watches for upward of 3
0
years We always keep a fine selection of these ana ot
her
makes, and at ;quare, honest uniform prices. If you put
the correct value on long experience and honest prices 
you
will purchase from The Old Reliable
M. D. KELLY.
--S-
WATCH OUR
SHOW WINDOWS
FOR
PLEDGES SECURED
FROM 88 PER CENT OF
THE CROWER8
Chairman Ewing Co.. To
New York.—Prospeots Of
Victory Bright.
The county board of the Tobacco
Planters' association met behind
closed doors at Springfield Monday.
The reports showed that more than
86 per cent. of the tobacco crop had
been pledged to the association. F
a Ewing, chairman executive 
com-
mittee, is in New York on business
connected with the association, but
nothing as to his movements can be
learned. Knowing ones say, "It will
come to light soon enough."
The board discussed what steps
should be taken in the event any
member of the association violated
his obligation and sold his tobacco.
It is said that the general coun
sel of the association at Russellville
stated that any member violating his
obligation weuld and could be dealt
with in an action for damages.
Prospects are said to be bright for
an early victory for the association.
YOUR UNCLE SAM
WILL CIVE AWAY TONS OF
SEEDS.
Largest Distribution Of the
Kind That's Ever Been:
Made.
Mire largest annual congressional
iseei distribution ever tnade by Uncle
Saul was begun this week says the
Washington Star. Within the next
three or four mouths over 1,000 tons
of garden, flower and field seeds will
be distributed aunong the people of
every state and terrktory in the arid all kinds of grasses. Phere is
Union, at a cost of $200.000—fhe no better stock farm in the 
county.
improvements first class arid in per-
amount appropriated by congress at tect repair, fine two-story frame
its last session for this purpose. l'he dwelling with eine
 MOMS, veranda
tote I Matte but ion this year will iftriettf;:":„:,V
,,,paolareesherswaruiarrec.,r, ft:reivirr
amount to about fifty thousand pack.
ages.
Some impertant chaeges in the
plan of conducting this distribution
ty, but only placed in sections of the
country where it is possible to grow
them. Bulbs will be allotted in
twenty boxes containing seven bulbs
each. Bulbs will hereafter be sent
out in the spring instead of the fall.
The plan adopted heretofore of put-
ting up special collections of cotton
and tobacco seeds best adapted to the
districts into which they were sent
will be continued. This work has
proven very satilifectoy, as through
It many valuable varieties have been
distributed. Seventy packages, one
pock each, will be sent to districts
growing cotton. In tobacco growing
districts 110 packages, contained five
papers each, will be distributed.
The distribution of plants and
grape vines will be similar to that of
last year. The allottment of straw.
berry plants will be ten paokaves,
containing fifteen plants each. The
grape vines will be eight packages to
each quota, containing five vines in
each.
HOPED THAT GOD
WOULD NOT PUNISH.
(Special to New Era)
FRANKLIN, Ky.. Nov. 80.—Tote
B. Dawson took a six-grain tablet of
morphine at 7 o'clock last night and
died this morning. He stated that .
God would not punish an habitual
drunkard who had tried and could
not straighten up. He had been
drinking several days. Before be
took the fetal dose he settled all out-
standing debts against him and said
farewell to many friends. He was
forty-three years of age and left a
widow.
The hunting season is once more
with us. A gun and some Peters
shells will do the work.
W.P. Winfree T. S. Knight
Winfree & Knight,
REAL ESTATE.
have been established by the De-
partmesit of Agriculture. With a
view of liandlitig the seed to better
advantage the country has been di-
vided into six districts and seeds and
plants particularly adapted to each
district will he distributed therein at
art earlier time than heretofote.
In past years much complaint has
been received by people receiving
seed too late in the season to he of
particular good. The department
has net been responsible for this con-
dition, it is said, hut rite fault lay
with the congreesmen, who, to a
large extent, were tardy in tnakirg
out their lists for their quota. It -s
eipeetid overcetne Chia eonditioe
by beginning the distribution eaelisr
than has been the custom it. the
past.
There will be as usual, a distribu-
tion of miscellaneous vegetable seed,
put up with five packets in a pack-
• age and each senator, representative
MIN and delegate in congress will have
14,500 such packages to his credit.
The number of flower seeds alloted
to each congressman has been in-
creased to 500 packages and arrange-
ments have been made whereby rep-
resentatives having city constituents
may exchange vegetable seeds for
flower seeds if they so desire. A spe-
cial collection of flower seeds will be
prepared for those having strictly
city constituents, the varieties chos-
en being suitable for window boxes,
lots and small dooryards.
,Each senator and representative
will have to his credit thirty pack-
ages of lawn grass seed. The forage
crop seed aliottoint. has not been
mode, but will likely be larger than
bonstotors. florgbno3 mad boot sugar
seeds will be allotted in good quanta-
I tobacco barns, two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
large stables, cow houses, tool house,
carriage and ice house, two large cis-
terns, in fact an ideal farm with
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front
will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residen-
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot e6 feet
front by 268 feet deep House with
ebrreurt !lin stablesita d eanadmai Ifir unieteetraeseasr, good
shade and fruit trees, never failing
buildings. All Inc excellent repair.; well, good cistern; convenie
nt to de-
Price and terms reasonable. ' pot, school and chur
ch; 5 miles from
50 acres of fine land lei miles from Ho
pkinsville with good pike nearly
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good the 
whole distance. Splendid boat-
spring and barn, fenced and has 20 ion fo
r a doctor.
acres of timber. Very desirable! 
Valuable store room on Mein
street. One of the best business loosepropel ty.
Good farm of 160 acres,
good out-largeBennetstown Ky. Good house
2 milesItione in the city.
Loran corner 
ofrooms,
 
gf
8 rooms, tenant house, good well, 
anNdirrocadott:tgr
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
large tobacco barn, good frame eta- on reasonable terms.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, card-ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber,
good level land and a desirable farm age house and all necessary outbuild-
convenient to schools and churches
and on good road. 
Inge good cistern and orchard. Two
acres of land adjoining South Ken-
Coe ol the most desirable resi- tucky College, $1,500. Will sell this
dances on S. Virginia St., corner lot,
86 feet &mit by 286 feet deep. House' 
place at low price.and on easy terms
with beautiful shade and fruit trees I 
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in X
good Often, and all necessary jut- mile of mil
l, post office and chureh.
buildings. All in excellent repair S
Plendid house of ten rooms, large
Prigs and terms reasonable. 
stable, 7 cabins for bands, large
Good residence on corner of Main Wilma* bums, 90 t
em lino timber,
good orehard. Fano in good oondi-
WM and arigarodnctive. Will be
sold ot
The seasan of the year when people want to buy rea
l estate is at hand
we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this colum
n.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the busin
ess and wild ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge,
 and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at prope
rty without cost to them
Come to see us if 3 eu want to sell, it costs you nothi
ng if you fail.
A splendid farm of 135 acres in the best sectiou of Southern 
Kentucky.
Has anew house, good hare, stable, two cabins, nice orc
hard, well watered
and well improved. Will give a bargain if sold at 
once.
414 acres of the finest south e hristian land on Clarksville 
pike, one mile
from two railroad station, L N and T C. Susceptible of
 division into 3
tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco
 barns, tenant houses
stables, to. Will be sold as a whole are divided to s
uit purchasers. Come
and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Good farm of 165 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This f
arm is • well
fenced, has house of 8 rooms, good tenement house o
f 8 rooms, two large
new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, 
plenty of stock
water, new smoke house and other outbuildings 
and about 20 sores good
timber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy te
rms.
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 8 dwellings,
 one store house with
good trade established, blacksmith shop and postoff
ice with daily mall
The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a goo
d local custom. Capaci-
ty of 60 barren. of flour rer day. Thoroughly equippe
d short system roller
mill. About 4 miles, from railroad and no ether mill 
within fouremiles. A
plendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain.
 Good reason for
selling.
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in titrber, go
od 6 room dwelling,
outhouses. stable. tobacco barn; within 5 miles of Hopkinsv
ille, fine truck
farm.
A fine productive farm of 136 acres in one of the best
 neighborhoods
in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsvil
le and quarter mile
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms a
nd hall, new barn and
large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orcha
rd and about 20 scree
in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
A splendid farm of 300 acres in one of the best sec
tions of Southern
Kentucky; tine red clay foundation. It ham on i
ts good comfortable dwel-
ling house, cistern, Ice house, 8 cabins for hands, 2 toba
cco barns with cap-
acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one 
mile of depot on one
railroad and Smiles from depot on another. Good
 schools and churches
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be
 sold eta bargain.
mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five'
A fine farm of 400 acres within one
Main St. for sale at a low brice
The only vacant lots on West side of
acres in fine timber. This farm is
divided into five shifts, on each of
well fenced with hedge and wire and 
Nice new cottage on South Virginia
room, gooel cistern and stable. Lot
street. Has .six rooms and bath
which is plenty of never failing water. fronts Si6 feet and runs back 192 feet
This is one of the finest farms in the to ,a 16 foot alley. This place will be
best farming section of Kentucky, send on reasonable terms.
well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco The S. T. Fox farm of 612 acres,
Ravened on the Millers Mill road
about coven miles &opt) W 31It of Hop-
large two story dwelling
and sit necessary farm buildings,
good fences, orchard and plenty of
water sled timber. This I, a fine
farm and located in one of the beet
farming sections of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. oed home with 4 large rooms
of house. One of the most desirable
farms in the state, in one of the beet 
2 porches, cisteen outbuildingseshade
and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
neighborhoods, convenient to schools
ehurches arid good market. The An elegant far
m of 115 acres of
land in first-class condition. Will land, on good pub
lic road, in one of
nbe sold o easy tern's to suit pur- the bt!ist neighb
orhoods in South
chaser. Christian, conven
ient to postoffice,
612 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti- 
schools uhcoolitsivaantdionc, 
good dwelling 
ierilaialglig2 roomsiistate 
station, ground lies very level and is 
(
and hall,one largeitobacco barmgood
a very rich soil.
Produced last year 75 bit. corn per 
stables and cow house, buggy house,
aere. 21 bu. wheat per acre, arid 1,000 2 
new cabins, smoke house, hen
house, new wire fence, nice young
to '200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
There are 225 acres of this farm in 
oarrcahwabrde,rrgLarpeiraiiry,l rasofp-ab.earrerires vea,ryid
red clover. 
,
This place has a fine 10 room reel- 
desirable, will be sold cheap and on
deuce, large barns, good pond, 7 good 
easy terms.
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of Some beautiful vacant lots on Wel-
negro labor, is well feeced and locat-
ed on good public road, in Montgoin- 
twit stacrereett.,
of desirable farming land
ery Comity, Te1111., 7 miles north of in Montgomery county, Tenn, beavi-
Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
station. Ky. price $7.00 per acre.
This place can be bought for only Fine farm of 282 acres in neigh.
$46.00 per acre, $10,n00 00 crud, and borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
balance on very easy teline, with 6 banal
,.
per cent. interest. , Very desirable suburban residence
Trice farm or 142 acres within house two stories, 8 room
s, new and
8 miles of Hopkitisville, on goud pub- in good repair,
 about 7 acres of land,
tic road. Good dwelling, tobacco just outside the city limits on one of
barn, stable, outbuildings geld plenty the best street. 
•
of timber and water. Desirable place A nice tiesidence
 at Casky, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
two room office in yard; good
servants house, large good ice house,
large stable and carriage house and
all necessary out buildings; eplenia:d
and 1st stree
Man by
trains,
eassila ou
fronting OD feet on
t deep. House has siz
cistern, stable and ne •
.- Fir sale.
. 'Torte two-story house and two
Ifiregootlesidsnselott Man wires .o8 ground 
fronting on Hirst.
85.15 110Plblirailos WS .. •11, strostoad
 running bask to tbs river
- 
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rases may be bad by avow..
t &doorman( must be paid for ineillvEstoe.
0= geiOr yearly advertisements will be
All advertisement. Inserted without spat-ted Um* will be charged for until orderedOat
Aaseaseemeo se of Marriages and Deaths,Sal =pea
 
lines, and maims of
Voticee, leitilittions of Rimiest,
•Iidanises similar nouns.. aye wooa per line
"The New York Financier, in taking
a look ahead, remarks: "Walt un-
til tbs railways of this country be•
gin to Weighted their lines and to
tilling* largely from steam to elec-
tric power. The present systems,
wast as they are, will be nothing
‘einupered with the state of perfec-
tion they are to attain in the tu-
tors." This is a great country and
the boldest prophet cannot foresee
what the business of transportation
Will be twenty years hence.
Eight Smiths out of a bunch of 18
managed to land the congressional
prizes in various states. Two Junes
appear on the slat of winueis, but
the Brown family failed to score.
••••••
A farmer near Montpelier, lud.,
refused to allow oil welly to be drill-
. ad in tint property because "the
earth turns on its &xis an' who
knows but what the oil was 1.u.
kown there to grease the axle?"'
Y.uag hunter. fOlIrt!r fits again warn-
ed his duaday ouhool class against
the folly at reeking riches. Perimpe
be mean* that nobody can buck
again, t hit ptpa.
The politic/arm esciumie tllat the
cost of a presideutiai campaign to
the mitional and state CUttlIllittees is
about $22,54.1U.0OU J t is becioniug one
of our important home luduatries.
Senator L idge Neliemently declar-
ed a month age that am, talk of rec-
iprocity with Csuada was "an insult
to the aciwilitiareti.ei at Washing-
ton." But sioze a Democratic shoe-
maker was elotd.-ti g.,vi rem of Mass
achusette Lodge rears you as gently
as a sucking dove and has actually
rienouuced that congress may pose-
HOW TO GAIN FLESH
The life of food is the fat
within it—the more fat the
more real benefit from the
food; that is why cod liver
oil is a powerful builder ol
flesh:
Scott's Emulsion of pure
cod liver oil solves the
problem of how to take cod
liver oil. That is one reason
why doctors have been pre-
scribing Scott's Emulsion for
all wasting diseases, coughs,
colds and bronchitis for
almost thirty years.
weu wadi yes • nasals few seas moat.scam & pow Ns, 40, Pearl Street, New vork.
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''hen • child I had a very severe at-tack of Diphtheria, which came near prov-ing fatal. Upon recovery the glands of theneck were very much enlarged, and afterthe free use of iodine, the right one wasreduced to its normal size, but the leftone continued to grow—very slowly atfirst, until it was about the size of a gooseegg, which began to press on the wind-pipe, causing difficult breathing, and be-camevery painful. An incision was madeand a large quantity of pus discharged.The gland was removed, or as much ascould with safety be taken out. For tenyears I wore a little piece of cloth about anInch long in my neck to keep the placeopen. During this time I had to have itcut open by the doctor every time I tookCold or the opening clogged. In the Springor early Summer of 1884 I was persuadedby my wife to use S. S. S., which I did,strictly in accordance with directions. Itook twenty-six large bottles, and was en-tirely cured, for I have not suffered sincethat time. B. S. RAGLAND.Royal Bag Mfg. Co., Charleston S. C.
Only a constitutional remedy can reachan hereditary disease like Scrofula. Whenthe blood is iestored to a normal conditionand the scrcfulous deposits are carried offthere is a gradual return to health. S.S.S.
is well known as a
blood purifier and
tonic. It is the
only guaranteed,
strictly vegetable
remedysold. If you
have any signs of
Scrofula, write us
and our physicians
will advise you free
The Swift Speolflo Company, Atlanta, Ga. I
bly consider the subject. (His term
will expire March 3, 1905).
Au arithmetic man calculates the
newspaper and periodical output in
the United States at 2,865,486,000
dailies, 1,208,190,000 weeklies and
288,452,000 monthlies. Total 4,337,-
108,000 copies—an amount of printed
matter equal to 2,000,000,000 average
navels.
There are 20,000 square miles of
agricultural land in Natal alone,
whidh carries a population of but one
to the square mile. The same pau-
city of farming population prevails
over the whole of South Africa.
Somebody has playfully remarked
that there is uothlug so false as fade
except figures. Economists have!
long contended that as compared
With Europeans the people or this
country are neither frugal nor saving.
but ale spendthrifts. Now cornea the
bureau of statistics in Washington .
estimating that there ire 7,305,448 de- I
positors in the banks of the United ;
States, with an average of $418 for I
each. In England the eve age for
each depositor is $87—only a fourth
as much. In the United States the
total bank deposits amount to $37 per
head of the population.
There is more Catarrh in this sec-
tion of the country than all other
diseases put together, and until the
last few years was supposed to be in-
curable. For a great many years
doctors pronounced it a local disease
and prescribed local remedies, mid
by constantly failing to cure with lo-
cal treatment, pronounced it incura-
ble Science hem prove', cstirrh to
be a constitutional disease and there-
fore requires constitutional treat-
ment. Hail's Catarrh Cure, manu-
factured by F. J. Cheney & Co., To-ledo, Ohio, is the on17 constitutional
cure on the market. It is taken in-
ternally in doses from 10 drops to a
teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer One hundred dol-lars for any case that it falls to mire,Send for circulars mid testinioniels.
Addrees, F. J. CHENEY & CO, To-ledo, Ohio.
Sold be druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Famile Pills for. con-
stipation.
Booker Washington, Jr., the eldest
son of Booker 1'. Washington, has
filed an apt lication for appointment
as paymaster in the army. The ap-
plicant is now a student at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology.
A Heavy Load.
To lift that load off of the stomach
take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It di-
digests what you eat. Sour stomach,
belching, gas on stomach and all dis-
orders of the stomach that are cur-
able, are Instantly relieved and per-
manently curse by the use of KodolDyspepsia Cure. S. P. Storrs. adruggist at 297 Main street, NewBritain. Conn., says: Kodol Dys-pepsia Cure is giving such universalsatisfaction and is se surely becom-ing the positive relief and subse-quent cure for this distressing ail-
ment, I feel that I ern always sureto satisfy and gratify my customersby recommending it to them. Iwrite this to show how well theremedy is spoken of here." KodolDyspepsia Cure was discovered afteryears of 'scientific experiments andwill positively cure all stomachtroubles. Sold by B. C. Hardwick.
T,.sl of the Lesson. II Chs..30,uru_e. n.i•2 1
eo Test. I Som. II, no—comme„ti,ry
l•repored hy Rev. I), M. Stearn.,
LCopyrnifit, 1:M4, by American Frets Aroxiation.I
The lesson today tells of the cleans-
ing of the temple and the re-establish-
ment of the worship of God In the
reign of Hezeklali. for his father„shaz.
did not right in the sight of the Lord.
but worshiped Baal and the gods of the
kings of Syria and put altars to idols
In every corner of Jerusalem and in the
cities of Judah and destroyed the ves-
sels of the house of God and shut up
the doors of the house of the Lord, $o
that the Lord brought Judah low be-
cause of Alma, king of Israel. He was
not king of the ten tribes, but of the
two, yet he is called the-king of Israel(chapter xxviii, 2, 19, 23, 24) perhaps
because Israel I always one nation be-
fore God.
When King IIezeklah kept his great
paesover, although he was not king of
i all Israel, yet he sent to all Israel and
JUdIth to come to Jerusalem to keep
the passover, and, while some only
laughed and mocked, there were many
of Asher and Manasseh and Zebulun
• who humbled themselves and came to
Jerusalem (chapter xxx, 1, 10, 111.
Wheu Hezekiah began to reign he be-
gan at once to do right in the sight of
the Lord by opening the doors of the
house of the Lord and repairing them
In the very first month of his reign(verse 3), and, calling the Levites, he
said, "Hear me, ye Levites; sanctify
now yourselves and sanctify the house
of the Lord God of your fathers and
carry forth the tilthInesa out of the holy
place" (verse 5). They were obedient to
the word of the king and began at once,but they were eight days cleansing the
temple proper and eight more before
they finished the work (verses 16, 17). I
At least ten times In this chapter we
have the expression "the house of the
Lord," once "the habitation of the
Lord" and once "the temple of the
Lord," milking twelve in all, so that we
see at once the heart of the chapter, !
and the great work in hand Is the
cleansing and sanctifying of the house.
The practical suggestien comes to eachbeliever, Am I clean before God as His,
temple? If not, how shall I, as Hist
temple, be clean and fit for His sem- I
ice?
The last verses of the previous chap- I
ter show us the condition of things
which is all too common today—con- Iformity to this present world, notwith-
standing the commands here plainlygiven—and that in Rom. xii, 1, 2, "Be I
not conformed to this world, but be ye
transformed (transfigured) by the re-
newing of your mind that ye may prove
what is that good and acceptable and!perfect will of God." By the precious ;blood of Christ the sinner receivlog
Him is cleansed and made fit for the I
presence of God (Col. I, 12-14; Eph. I, tr. 1
7), but, then, there is a daily cleansing I
needed to tit us for Ilia daily service,
for it is as true of us us it was of the
Levites. "The•Lord bath chosen you to I
stand before Him, to serve 111w, and
that ye should minister unto Him and
offer sacrifice" (verse 11, margin), the
last Chi use having an explauation ill
Het). xiii, 13, Ill. This necessary cleans-
ing reminds us of the request Ill our
Lord's prayer, "Sanctify them through
Thy truth; Thy word is truth" (John
xvii, 17), and of EMI. v, 26, "That tie
might sanctify and cleanse it with the
welshing of water by the word."
When the Levites reported the cleans-
ing completed, the king rose early and
gathered the rulers( and went to the
house of the Lord and offered sin of-
ferings and burnt offerings for all Isra-
el (verse 24). If we had the spirit of
Hezekiah, we would not think so much
of our church or denomination as of the ;
church, the body of Christ, of which .
we form a part if we are true believers
and which we are here to hasten to its
couipletion, for the church will be corm
p/eted end presented to Himself a glo-
Hone church. holy and without blemish.
Then all Israel shall be saved and after
that the whole earth filled with His
glory.
The sin offering 'speaks of Christ
made sin for us, and the burnt offering
points to Christ wholly for God (11 Con
V. 21; lieb. x. II, 7). We must see Hint
as our sin offering before we can have
fellowship with Him as the burnt offer-ing. In connection with the burnt of-
fering the singers sang and the trump-
gladness" (Ps. c, 2). They used the
words of David and of Asaph and sang
praises with gladness (verse 30).
Then Ilezeklah said, "Now ye have
come near and bring sacrifices and To
consecrated yourselves unto the Lord
thank offerings into the house of the ownLord" (verse 31). So the service of thehouse of the Lord was set in-order, and Yourthe king and all the people rejoiced
that the Lord had so prepared their liWnhearts (verses 33 and 30). It is the
Lord's pleasure that His joy should be Homefulfilled In us (John evil. 13); that His
joy shotIld he our strength (Nell. viii, ??10); that we should rejoice In the Lord
nivrays (Phil. iv, 4), but this cannot be
so long as we tolerate any filthiness of
the flesh or spirit.
Let us be whole heartedly His, endHe will All us with His joy and peace(Raw. x.v,
Saved Nor Life from Pneumonia
"My wife had a severs attack of Pneu-
monia which followed a case of La Grippe
and I believe that FOLEY'S HONEYAND TAR saved her life," writes JamesCoffee, of Raymond, Missouri.
Good Results le Every Gess
Dr.C. J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., writes:
"I have used FOLEY'S HONEY AND
TAR in three very severe cases of pnem
Monis with good results in every case."
PNEUMeONI
oi aa,t, Jt
Cored of Terrible Gough in Lamp
N. Jackson, of Danville, Ill., writes:
"My daughter had a severe attack ofLa Grippe and a terrible cough on herlungs. We tried a great many remedies
without relief. She tried FOLEY'SHONEY AND TAR which cured her.She has never been troubled with a cough
since."
STORK
TIME
to most women is a term of
anxiety, serious thought
and sweet anticipation.
With the cessation of pain
necessary to childbirth,
there comes calm nerves,
sleep and recuperation.
a •
JI 'revel,/
Cara lIkaa Tory Lint VIM
Paommaga
J. V. Bryan, of Lowder, Ill., mites:
"My little boy was very low with pneu-
monia. Unknown to the docto. gmhim FiaLEY'S HONEY AND TAR.The res t was magical and puzzled thedoctor, as it immediately stopped the
racking cough and be quickly recovered."
SOLD AND REO01111ENDED BY
Sold b Cook & Hig gins
We 10 to I 'on doll you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It'. Dan/aroma.
Wo'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely
to cure malaria, sick headache, 
guaranteed
Itsitee s, 
and all stomach, kidney and livet complaint&
TRY IT TO-DAY.
30 Cent...' Bonk,. All Druggloin
Sold by Rey all Yowler
MOTHER'S
FRIEND TIME CARD. Effectiy• April lath.does diminish the pain accompanying
maternity. With its aid mothers can anddo bring healthy, sweet dispoeitionedand ideal babies into the world.
Morning sickness, sore breasts and ex-
NORTH. SOUTH.No 62 St Louis Express. _10.10 am No 61 St Louis Express 6.18 pmNo 64 St Louis Fast Mail. .10:20 p in *No 58 St Louis Fast Mail...5:40 a mNo 92 Chicago and New No 98 Chicago and NewOrleans Limited 5'40 a m i Orleans Limited 152161 sawn „erticiating pains caused by the gradnall, 1v,, £8 9-50 p m Ivo 97 expanding organs, are relievedpenetrating and relaxing liniment. NO 
 this 
o58 Hopkinsville Accom . .7:56 p m No 66 Hopkinsville Asoom..11140 a 111Among the manifold aids to childbirth *Does not atop
Lord requires joyful service on the part in the mansion as well as in the cabin, • Nos. 58 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, On*
Mother's Friend has grovrn in popularity Nos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
eters sounded until the burnt offering 'aud gained a prestige among rich women No 51 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as
was fiuished (verses 27 and 281, for the as well as poor; it is found and welcomed and for Louisville, Cinotunatiandthe east.
of His people. Our Lord Jestis could i /ylessening the mother's agony of mind' oinnati and all. points north and east thereof. Nos nand 56 SILO 00[111801
say, "I delight to do Thy will, 0 my an diminish nig pain a beautiful influence for Memphis and way point*.Is wrought upon the child, and instead of . 
useasengers to villein
No 92 mum through to Chicago and will not cart
God." Even Paul could say by the
mil, ill-tempered and sickly forms you south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to ot. Louis.
grace of God, "I take pleasure in in- Kee healthy,avelaughinghumanity,remain- No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Ma0013, Jacksonville, St. Augustinefiruilties, in reproaches, in necessities, Logs blessing ever to you and its country. and Tampa, Fla, Also Pullman sleepers to New Otleans. Cannons atIn persecutions, in distresses, for All Druggists sell Mother's Friend at p.00.for our trO• Book “Mothorhood” Guthrie for points east and West.Christ's sake" (II Coe xii, 10), and Write151 Ileaeireta SEGULATOS CO., Atlanta, ea. J C. HOOIC, Agtsince He could take pleasure in these things that the power of Christ might 
rest upon him all believers should be The South Kenable at least to "serve the Lord with Don't' tucky Building &
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
You
Want
If you want to
save money and be
getti ig interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some 
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
ORMS!
For 20 Years Ilas Willem' um os.
WHITE'S CREAM
VERIVIIFUCE
NS Z. ZS XS If AIL Z. 2:114.1:r 4/21,491•XIIIPTS.
JAMES F. BALLARD. St.-••••••"•••060W.W.
Sold by Ray 41 Fowler.
All Cemeter7' WM'SMonuments at Lowest Prices. 1
 7
 .
stock as an invest— Iron encingment.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec
Tombstones I
MarKers10 Until further notice Ibe found at. F;A Yost di Co.. South:Main Street
Etrowsit
St
er
 cz.
 mrampammemr rime- oest-rt•
'One dose of Ayer's CI. try ;1
Pectoral at bedtime rec. at
night coughs of children.No croup. No bronchitis. A
Cherr. v
I essasses.sesop the bowels on, ,. veto ono ofAyers Pills at becitirie. lo.' --e-•
Pectorot,i"
doctor's medicine for all
affections of the throat, bron-
cilial tubes, and lungs. Solci
for over 60 years.
have used •yees P,e,r.-•,, • .viIy for encht ream .Os it for coughs awl 0.441,.firea...111M. W. ff. Havasu, Sh0,
110..1111seideoan druggists. en .1..
.1. C.
f tor
Night Coughs
Notes AboutPeople
From Tuesd y's Daily.
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Sargent
have returned from St. Louie.
Mr. Howell Tandy has returned
from a business trip to Clarksville.
Mrs. Walter Lander of Pembroke,
I. visiting Mrs. W. H. Cumming, Jr.
Mr. John Stites has returned to
Louisville after a visit to relatives
here.
Mr. James Moore, of New York, is
visiting relatives in the city and
county.
Mr. and Mrs. Holland Garnett
have returned from their wedding
trip to Eastern points of interest.
Miss Della Combs returned from
Nashville Sunday, where she spent
a week visiting friends.
Mrs. Walter Radford and Miss
.Alyea Payne, of Pembroke, are the
guests of Mrs. C. M. Meacham today.
Prof. H. Clay Smith, of South
Kentucky College, preached Sunday
at the First Christian Church in
Louisville.
Miss Annie McCormick, who has
been the guest of the family of Mr.
L. B. Cornett, an East Seventh St.,
returned this morning to her home
at Spring Cave, Ky..
Mr. George R. Yost, who is con-
nected with the civil engineering de-
partment of the L. I N. railroad,
and has been stationed in Georgia
for sometime, is at home visiting
relatives.
Mrs. U. C. Kennedy, of Evansville,
is visiting the family of Mr. AI. B.
Kennedy on South Walnut street.
Mrs. Kennedy formerly resided here
and this is her first slit to Hopkins-
villa in thirty years.
Mrs. Hyman Brenner spent Sun-
day in Hopkinsville, Ky., visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Klein Mr.
and Mn. Louis Klein spent yester-
ray In Hopkinsville, visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Klein.—Clarksville
Leaf Chronicle.
Miss Rose Carpenter, of Hopkins-
vine, wbo has boen the guest of Miss
Mary Phillippe for several weeks,
left Saturday for her home Mr.
Whitney, of Hopkinsville, arrived
In this city yesterday to work on the
Jenkins building. He is stopping at
the Kennedy Hotel.—Bowliug Green
News.
Klee Edna Eades, of this city,
Miss Mayme Lamb, of Greenville,
and Miss Alice Stringer, of Hamil-
ton, N. Y., returned to Bethel Col-
leen, Hopkinsville, after spending
She Thanksgiving holidays with
Mies Lades' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William tedes, of West Jefferson
aired. —Paducah News•Demoorat.
TO L. H. M'KEE
Bankrupt Or000ry Stook Is
Sold for 118,4110.
From Tuesdays Daily.
The bankrupt grocery stook of N.
L. McKee & CO., was offered at pub-
lie sale today by Mr. E. B. Long,
irsatso, and was purchased for t2,-
440 by Mr. L. H. McKee. Its ap-
praised vale. was $4,100. The stock
WM Snit offered la lots and then as
• Whole, bringing MO more the lat-
ter way. Mr. Magee expects to
opea a large grocery store as soon
sea now Moak can be brought on.
Ardiong the bidders present were
s. Street and Perkins, of Elk.
who expected to Open a grocery
here if they had purchased
0 NOT KNOW WO
HE PUT A BULLET IN HIS
BREAST.
Cadiz Druggist Commits
Sulcide.—Found Dying
By His Wife.
(Special to New Era,
CADIZ, Nev. 29.—E. S. McIntire,
a druggist, committed suicide in his
apartments over his store yesterday
by shooting himself with an old
fashionedi tour-barrelled pistol. Mc-
Intire was talking to his wife and a
drummer in the store and seemed to
be in a cheerful mood. It was about
8:30 o'clock when he left the store
and went u;stairs, leaving his wife
and the salesman conversing. With-
in a few minutes after he had left, a
shot was heard in the upper story.
Mrs. McIntire ran up the steps, and
iu an instant screamed for Her
husband was lying on the floor with
blood streaming from a wound in his
breast, McIntire was conscious up
to within a few minutes of his death,
which occurred at 12:46 yesterday
afternoon. When asked why he shot
himself he said that he did not know.
Although McIntire had been de-
spondent for several days, it is not
thought that he was in any financial
trouble. He came here from Prince-
ton about six months ago and pur-
chased the drug store of E. T. Mc-
Carty. He is a native of Sacramen-
to, McLean county, where the re-
mains will be taken for buiial.
altuann
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WHERE MILLIONS
ARE MADE.
Interesting Letter That May Mean
Much to Residents of
Hopk inaville.
Probably there is not a reader of
the New Era who has not heard of
the fortunes made in the Beaumont
oil fields. While the tales of for-
tunes (illicitly made are interesting,
they are really not half as valuable
to our readers as the following letter
from L. K. Preston, president of the
Caswell-Preston Drug company, of
Beaumont, one of the largest whole-
sale and retail houses in Texas.
Mr. Preston writes "Enclosed you
will and a letter that came to us un-
solicited from J. C. Reeves. 770 Pearl
Bt. I have known Mr. Reeves for
several years. He is a reliable man
and very happy over his fortune.
'About four years ago,' writes Mr.
Reeves, 'I lost the hearing in my
right ear and about three or four
months ago my left ear became al- 41)
most as bad. In fact, I was so bad T.
that people had to shout at me to I
make me hear. I had about given
up in despair all hopes of ever recov-
ering my bearing when I maw that
you recommended Hyomei. I used
two bottles and can now hear my
watch tick with either ear, and my
hearing Is now all right. This deaf-
ness must have been canoed from
catarrh, for It is now cured. Hyomel
certainly does what you claim for
It.' "
Hyornel has made many cures of
eatarrh, and in combination with
Hyomel balm, of catarrhal deafness
In Hopkinsville and nearby towns.
I.. L. Eight gives his personal guar-
antee to refund the money should it
not give quick relief. The complete
Hyomel outfit costs but one dollar,
while extra bottles can be obtainedfor fifty cents. n12-29d13
"TeethInies" the best, all know
that,
It makes the baby bright and fat—
Baby's sick ,the motiler's in trouble,
Give "Teethina" it'll soon weigh I
doable.
"Teethina" aids Digestion, Regu-
lates the Bowels and makes teething
easy by Overoomlog and Counteract-
ing the bad offsets of the Summer's
Heat upon the dear little ones.
CASTOR IA
TbsIl Yu liu=nrillOt
abaft
ff.
In) Beautify
Your Complexion
IN 10 DAYS, ()SU
..SATINOLA..
THE UNXQUALLED
A FEWappllcattons will remove tan orsallowness and restore the beauty of
youth.
SATINOLA is a new discovery,guaranteed
and money refunded if It faili to remove
Freckles, Pimples, Liver Knots. Blackheads
Tan, Dtscolorations and Disfiguring Erup-
tions. Ordinary oases in 10 days. the worse
In 20 days. After these defects are removed
the skin will be soft, clear healthy and
beautiful. Price 500 at drug stores or by
mall. Thousands :of :ladies testify to the
merits of Satlnolaj
Mrs H flyers writes: Augusta, Ga Sept 25
'04. "I can truthfully say that Satlnola is
the only thihg that ever did my complex-
ion any good. My face and hands were cov-
ered with freckles. I used :two pabkages of
Elatinola. My complexion is now as white
and soft as that of a baby. I cannot eecom-
mend 8atInola too highly."
NATIONAL TOILET CO.,
PARIS, : : : : TENN.
Sold in Hopkinsville by L. L. El-gin, RC Hardwick,1 & Johnson and
all druggists.
1 Ilatlynct •
•
°OTHERS' I
•
I CANDIES I
I CHOCOLATES I
& BON BONS
•
Has
the
Agency
for
and
agents
for
Hudnuts,
Ricksecker,s
Lazells,
Colgates and
Freeman's
Perfumes and
Toilet
Requisites.
Come and hay& a
sample rubbed in. We
will have everything
that the mind can
image for Christmas.
MISSIONARY RALLY
^
WILL BE HELD AT CHRIS-
TIAN CHURCH.
Large Attendance Expect-
ed, and Strong Program
Has Been Arranged.
Next Monday is expected to be a
great day in the history of the Ninth
street Christian church. The an-
nual foreign miesionary rally of the
Disciples of this section of Kentuc-
ky will be hold then In its house of
worship. The meeting has been a
notable one hitherto in its spirit and
effects. Hopes are entertained that
the meeting here will be even more
valuable than any of its predecess-
ors.
The meeting is a preparation for
the annual offering to foreign mis-
sions which is made by the Church
of the Disciples in March of each
year. iii. not, however, itself the
occasion of offerings or pledges.
Neither money nor pledges are ask-
ed or expected at the rally. The
rally is intended to be a school of
missions, having a very short term
indeed, but scattering the vital seeds
of a long spiritual culture. Some
have said that it is worth more to
the churches represented than many
revivals.
The leader of the meeting nas been
from the first, President A. McLean,
of the Foreign Christian Missionary
Society. He is in every way a large
man, but is distinguished chiefly for
his fiery zeal for world wide mis-
sions. There is a prophet-like ear-
nestness in him that thrills through
and blazes out of him and sets other
hoarta afire. Mr. McLean is to lead
the meetings of next Monday. He
will be assisted by other representa-
tive men.
It is hoped that Christisn people
gcneraliy, without ary sort of regard
to denominationbl lines, will enjoy
and profit by the rally in so far as
they can Without neglect of their
own services.
NEXT MEETING
Of County Teachers' Asso-
ciation at Lester Memo-
rial Church.
The next meeting of the Christian
County Teachers' association will be
held in the new Lester Memorial
church at St. Elmo on Saturday, Dec.
8, 1904, beginning at 10 o'clock, a. in.
Every teacher is expected to be pres-
ent and take part in the program.
Bring trustees and patrons with you.
Everybody is cordially invited to at-
tend. The attendance has been ex-
cellent at the meetings already held
this fall and we trust that this will
be no exception. The program fol-
lows:
Devotional exercises—Rev. P. B.
Grant.
Welcome address—R. H. Kelly.
Response—Miss Mabel Dillman,
Sanitary Management of School-
room—Dr. W. Williams.
Suitable Literature for Use In thePublic) Schools — Misses MargaretKnight and Katie Townes.
What Kentucky has done and
what she has yet to do—Miss SusanCook.
Nature Study in the DistrictSchools—Misses Annie May Brasher
and Lona Williams.
Primary Geography—Misses DoyleAnderson and Jessie Stevenson.
Our Public Schools—Miss May
Estes.
Dinner.
Reading Circle work and District
Libraries—General discussion.
Address—Rev. W. L. Nourse.
Our responsibility for the future
citizenship of the state—C. E. Dad-
ley.
Seeley's History of Education.—
Misses Elizabeth Walker, Theresa
Cannon, Ora Witty and Elisabeth
Knight.
Fundamental Aims and Means of
Education—J. M. Burnett.
County Graduation—General dis-
cussion.
Miscellaneous business.
Adjoarstdilet.
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Vfr Referee
1 Shells
Are loaded with the faitious SellikSmOkeleS11Powder, combining the beet qualities of both blackand smokeless loads at a price wjthin the reach ofall. The " League " is the mat black powdershell in the world.
Peters Smokeless Shells won the AmateurChampionship of the U. S. in 5903.
Pet, 1 Cartridges ere loaded with Semi-SmokelessPowder. They here won the Indoor gide Championshipof On U. S. for moves suotossivii years.
Per Salo 115v
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Do you need
a nerve tonic?
If so, get a BICYCLE. It will build you
up again and you wont have that tired feel-
ing. We sell the :run-easy kind. CHEAP
FOR CASH.
We carry the only complete stock of bi-
cycle tirer, saddles, lamps, haOle bars and
in fact everything to mend bierles with and
have men to repair them that have had ex-
perience ar_d are experts.
Guns! Guns! Guns!
We sell guns, and gun repairing a special-
ty and in short notice. Give us a trial and
be convinced that we are the best in town.
E.M.Moss&Co
Sixth Street.
NMPARMIRPAR AWAIWNYVO
_
Grain PastureMixtu
FOR FALL SOWN&
A combination of Wisest, Barley.
Rye and Winter Turf Oats.
Yields the largest amount of Winter andSpring mend. fine for soil improving
or Can he cut for hey.
Sow 1K bushel per sae.
Feint pet trasbel. 51.1111. 5 Maisel sad.,.,
We me MAIL 511 busbeL ale per basbeL
SACKS INCLUDED.
We carry the most complete assortment
of all seeds. viz. Seed Wheat Barley.
Rya, Winter Turf Outs, Grass, Clover
and Forage Crops.
The NOM* openly Seed* are always
sold under air trade-ark bread
•• Blue Rowe Seeds."
Write ler tier Large Free Ceeled Ne. 55.
WOOL STUBBS 4 CO.. Semigloss.
LOLINIVIL.LIL, KY.
SENT lint
to;lhousekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of BeefCook Book
belling how to prepare dello&
and delicious dishes.
Address Llebig Co., P. 0 Box 271
New York
•
CZMANLIS
ORIENTAL
SE,XUAL
PILLS
Nasal
CATARRH
Is ail its Maga
Ely's Cream Balm
demos, sootier sad heals
ta• Owned maabrsac
It awn catarrh sad drives
sway a cold bulbs bed
arat Uri giumbeina
mallaiefailaamblima Itawatasize.18.•
ullatialli•NalaNdasia
Established net.
40 ems succesaful record.
ant
The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and best
methods, and the most com-plete oourse of study in
...men... p, Sfiorthand, Typeweit..
ing and other branches
Waffling to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
tudentmay enter at any time.
.EGAN CATALOGUE FREE
E. 3.[ WRIGHT,Pres.,
N. E. Coe. 93 and Walnut fits.
toulsyllie, Ky.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood dit Son
Attya•at"Low.
Offloe in Hopper Block upstairsover Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY
ger Speeial eh/Billion to owe inbankruptcy.
BAILEY WALLER,
Licensed embalmer and
rowel Director.With Waller & Rogers, Furnitureand Undertaking, Hopkinsville, KyYour patronage solicited, Callepromptly answered day or night.
Palmer Graves,
Hopkintville Lime Works
wanis to SELL you
LIME, CINDERS,
01E and DIRT.
also BUY
LIAWD is the guest of Mrs. VV illiam
Ij.Quatazings, Jr.
Ni. Jodi* Hatcher, of Trenton, is
Walliattim fatally of her aunt, Mrs.
S1411.11lasR
I H
T SIGN
guring Humors
Use CUTICURA
every child born into the world
as Merited tendency to tor-
disfiguring humors of the
saLinalp, becomes an object
• tender soildtude, not
beau*, of Its suffering, but
of the dreadful fear that
Is to be lifelong
future happiness and
. Hence it becomes the
of mothers of such afflicted
ta acquaint themselves
the bast, the perest.aod Most
treatment available, viz.:
CUTICURA Treatment, con-
warm baths with CUT1-
and gentle anointings
URA Olatment, the
. Cures made in
speedy, permanent,
tras
teem 5.. Ohs.
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(From Saturday's Daily)
Joba Buford, of Trenton,
replan's, is the city.
Pill Flask has returned from
Si Meade in Ularkeville.
C. D. Bell, of Bell, spent yes-
In the city.
Sir Sammie Gooch and sister,
mmie, of Hopkinsville, are
their grandparents, Yr. and
A. S. SOW, of the Bill's chap-
' asighborhood....Capt. S. D.
',ens, at the Bell's °lapel neighbor.
*As& was in Aopliftwille Wednei.
I igivo-Psitryiew /Amboy.
. Mr. B. W. Vaughan has removed
Mill Oil city to hle farm In the.
Slaking Fork vicinity.
lir., Baylor Hickman, of Louis-
ville, spent yesterday in the city vis-
iting his mother.
Dr. A. C. Layne him returned to
Freakily, Ky., whe_re he Is taking a
awirse in osteopathy.
kiss AMR. Cox, of HopkinsvIlle,
le Ctsidtig her sister Mrs. Rufus Car-
eer. ... Mist Lissie Overshiner is vis-
iting ber sillier, Mrs. M. Quarles,
Hopkineville.... Finley Fuqua, of
Pembroke high rch-ol, and Miss
Elisabeth Fuqua, of Bethel Female
College, Hopkinsville, are visiting
their parent', Mr. and Mrs. B. O.
Furpia.-Guthrie Inter•State News.
Mr. J. W. Latham, of this city,
has rented a boarding house in Hop•
ktneville and will remove to that
City the first of the year. Mr. Short
will go with him. The Progress
wishsr. these clever gentlemen a
pleasant resident.° in Christian's
capiteL-Elkton Progress.
Mrs. A. E. Reese is visiting rela-
tives In Hopkinsville tilts week....
Mr. and Mrs. Nucholis, of Christian
county, are visiting relatives here.
Site was formerly Miss Belle Fowler.
-Madisonville Hustler.
Mr. J. C. Duffy ill In St. Louis.
Dr. C. 11, Tandy Is at his office at-
tending to his professional duties af-
ter an Hines, of several days.
Bev. W. F. Ripley, of Louisville,
Hy., is visiting friends In the oily.
(From Monday's Daily)
L. B. Long, of Crofton, illte in the
JAMES WEST AND
LUCIAN H. DAVIS
CHAIRMAN AND SECRE-
TARY OF COMMITTEE.
Harmonious Meeting to Re-
organize Was Held With
a Full Attendance.
(From Monday's Daily.)
The Democratic county committee
met this morning in the city court
room and reorganised ur.der the par-
ty laws. There was a full attend-
and perfect harmony.
James West was re-elected chair-
man of the committee, and L. H.
Davis was elected secretary, neither
gentleman having opposition.
All the committeemen elected last
Monday presented credentials, and
there were no contests of any sort.
The committee as organized is as
follows:
CITY 'PRECINCTS.
Hopkinsville No. 1, J. D. Higgins.
Hopkinsville No. 2, Hnnter Wood,
Jr.
Hopkinsville No. 8, L. H. Davis.
Ilopkinsville No. 4, D. D. Cayce.
Hopk'insville No. 6, L. T. Brasher.
COUNTY PRECINCTS.
Cooky, Dick Momeley.
Pembroke No. 1, T. D. Jamison.
Pembroke No. 2, W. A. Radford.
Lafayette, F. I. Frasier.
Palmyra, John Childress.
Concord, William Salter.
Lantrips, B. A. Hale.
Edwards' Mill, Walter Cook.
West Crofton, W. H. Martin.
East School House, L. J. Harris,
Gram, Albert Cox.
Perry's School House, J. A. DollIns,
Beverly, L. Leaven.
Bentrettetown, J. Met Anderson.
Dogwood, N. 0. King.
Bakers' Mill, Audy Estes.
Bainbridge, Al P'Pool,
Brent's Shop, J, B. Walker.
Gordonfleld, Ed Peyton.
No election' were held at Long.
view, Howell, East Crofton and
Bluff Springs, and the vacancies
will be filled by appointment.
Commissoner's
Sale.
Christian Circuit Court. Kentucky.
W. B. Bartlett
Against Equity
Milton Hurt and others
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of Christian circuit court,
rendered at the September term
thereof, 1904, In the above cause, I
shall prooeed to offer for sale, at the
court house door in Hopkinsville,
Ky., to tie highest and best bidder
at public auction, on Monday, the
6th day of December, 1904, between
the hours of II a. th. and 1 p. m.,
(being county court day), upon a
credit of six mmithe, the following
described property, to-wit:
A certain tract or parcel of land,
containing about 107 acres, situated
in Christian and Todd counties, in
I the state of Kentucky, but mostly in
the county of Christian and near
iKirkmaneville, Ky ou the waters of
Pond River, adjoining the lands of
Henry Vaughan, George, Grace and
Net Walker, and bounded as follows:
Beginning at a hickory an original
corner of said land; thence N E
120 poles to a sugar tree and ash
stump, on the bank of the river;
thence up the river with the meand-
ers therootwben reduced to a straight
line, N 66 W 114 poles to a fallen elm,
on the bank of said river.; thence
with the division line S 14 W 14 poles
to a stake; thence S7 E 189Yi poles
to a rook; thence S W 68 poles to
• small white :oak and red oak in
the east line of the original survey;
thence N 66)4 E 88 poles to the be-
ginning, and being the same land
cooveyed to Jefferson Hurt by W.
H. Vaughan and wife. Said land is
sold for naymept of debts.
CITIZENSHIP IN THE REPUBLIC
a
REV., E. L. POWELL'S FINE LECTURE.
Toe executive committee of [hi,
Second Congreseional District
Teachers' Association is to be Con-
gratulated on its choice of Dr. E.
L. Powell as speaker for Friday eve-
ning. Dr. Powell is ever a weicotne
visitor and he never comes that he
does not bring 801110 of the grand
and noble sentiments of Ainerican
manhood. He is indeed an ideal
type of citizenship of him state and of
our great republic.
We give a few of the sentiments
he so eloquently expressed in his lec-
ture on "Citizenship in the Repnb-
lie:"
The highest conception of idealism
in the realm of civil government is
to he a citizen of the republic.
Vision ever precedes reality. The
artist has his dream of beauty before
he paints in on canvass, chisels it in
marble or expresses it in literature.
The composer nears his compoiltion
In his soul before he gives it to the
world as a grand symphony. Just so
this republic is the dream of our
forefathers in process of realization.
Our ideals are the goals toward
which we are 1-,ressing. As the bud
Is the prophesy of the full blown
flower, as the dawn is the prophecy
of the day resplendent in all Its gold-
en beauty, so is this republic the ful-
fillment of the prophecy to the
dreams of the great u-.en of the cob.
nice'. Bunker Hill is the memorial
of those who gave their life blood to
lay the foundation of this republic.
The first rays of the rising sun touch
first this glorious monument and
they linger last at its setting.
The sacredness of humanity form
the foundation stones of this repub-
lic. GoTernment exists for the ben-
efit of the governed; institutions
were formed for man, not man for
institutions. Americanism is a great
commentary on the words of Jesus
Christ
For man the stare were kindled,
the sun was lighted, the mountains
wore reared and the valleys touched
with light and beauty. All nature
Is interpreted in connection with
man. Halt, ye ages! Call the roll,
Sergeant Time! Waterloc fot Bri-
tone, but Bunker Hill for man! All
honor to the sons of the Revolution
who poured out their blood in the
Revoluticnary struggle. The Mag-
na Charter gave legal rights, but the
Declaration of Independence
brought rights to existence, rights
for man, rights for the Lord, God
Almighty. This declaration is as sa-
cred as the soul God has given us.
The war of the Revolution is the
most sacred in all the annals of time,1
because it was (ought in defense of
man's nature. Every soul is con-
scious of its own worth, and great
men, great people, great nations can I
only be developed in so far as this I
worth and their rights are honored.
The feudalism of capital may become l
as fearful as the feudalism of ancient'
times. No industry. that exists has
a rignt to exist at the expense of
manhood.
The political leader should be a
man of courage. Let us pause and
listen to the organ of past eloquence.
Pull out the stops of the old organ!
-listen to the eloquent impassioned
orator of the R3volution I It seems a
voice from the tomb of departed ages.
Are we worth the inheritance such
as these have left us?
As the mighty Niagara Ms° trained
to tun street ears, light cities and
turn the great wheel of industry, so
should the republic train and devel-
op great and grand citizenship.
To shirk the responsibility of oitl-
zeuship is cowardice. Do you realize
city todey. Or sufficient thereof to produce the what it has cost to cast a vote and to
some of money ordered to be made,
Miss Kate Manson has returned amounting to $616.44. For the pur be • citizen? The privilege of casting
from a visit to Naihville. I cl)eise prlee, the purchaser mart exe- a vote is an hereditary trust, a eel-
' cable Sad with apifroved surety or I gious act, as sacred as if cut in theWes, Mary Idertwether, of Todd stiret bearing legal interest from
ebe day of sale until paid and having sanctuary. Would that it could becounty', is the guest of Miss Kate
, the force and effect of a replevin
I bond, Bidders will be prepared to done in no perfunctory way, but asManson.
comply promptly with these terms, an ac. sacramental and holy.Dr. P. E West has returned from
Dawson. He is quite ill. DOUGLAS BELL, I As the imagination can glorify the
Master Commissioner. commonplace so that the goat can
Miss Mar-.- Peyton Moore, of Elk Mra. A ,lie Kinkead Dury, of CM- become the beautiful constellation
citinati, is in the city visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Irs, Ellis, aud the rela- 
Capricornus the astronomical
ttves of her father, I. D. Kinkead,
deceased, one of Hopkinaville's old
Citizens.
world, why not let casting a vote
become a heroic aot and the voter
feel that it render him able to walk
side by side with heroes and sages.
The ballet box should be as sacred
as the comAsunion table, the court-
house should have the sacredness of
the sanctuary.
Let the judge be in harmony with
his high position and we will honor
nim because Jf his positron.
A United. States senator not long
ago declared "The reds enjoy an un-
conscious co-operation and sidepart-
nership with every lawless influence
which is abroad in the world. Legis-
lators who tettray the common-
wealth, judges who poison the foun-
tains of justice, municipal authori-
ties which come to terms with crime,
all these are regular contributors to
the campaign fund of anarchy. That
howilug mass, whether hi Kansas or
Alabama, that assembly of wild
beasts, dancing in drupilcen carousal
about the ashes of some negro male-
factor, Is not contributing to the se-
curity of society; it is taking away
from society the only security it has.
It belongs to the uuenrolied reserve
corps of an anarchy in the United
States. Neither individuals nor. cor-
porations, nor mobs, can take the
law into their hands without identi-
fying themselves with this move
open, but hardly lees odious attack
upon the fortress of social order."
Let as stand firm in the presence
of law whether we like it or don'
like it.
The man who deliberately seeks to
buy his fellow man, is utterly want.
lug in a moral sense.
Senator Hoar says of bribery:
"The millionaire who would corrupt
a great state to get a great office
must be made to feel that his success
will bring with it neither joy nor
honor. Let public scorn blast him,
let him be avoided as one with a lep-
rosy.  We shall not probably revise
the ignotninioas punishments of the
past, but if they are ever revived, let
him be their first victim. The whip-
ping-post, the branding on thq fore-
head, the cropping of the ears, the
scourging at the cat's tail, are like
p mishments for the rich man who
would debauch a state, whether It be
au old state with an honorable hie--
tory, or a young and pure state in
the beginning of Its history. If we
cannot apply them literally and phy-
sically, let the aroused public senti-
ment of his countrymen pillory and
brand and scourge the infamous of-
fender. Leave him to his infamy, let
him be an outcast from the compan-
ionship of tree men, give him a cloak
to hide himself to and leave him
alone with his•harne and sin."
The gospel of this republic is the
gospel of righteousness. We have
great hopes respecting this America
of ours. May their realizetiou be as
bright as the morning of a day in
spring, as glorious as a noon of splen-
dor and as an evening ratlient with
stars.
"For heathen heart that put. iim trust
In reeking tube and Iron shod,
All valiant dust that builds on dust,
And, guarding, calls not Thee to guard;
For foolish boast and frantic, word.
Thy tnercy,on Thy people, Lordl"
The grand hills of our east, the
rolling prairies of our west, and the
vast mountains of our borders har-
monize with the sweep and magnifi-
mince of our ideals.
Was the Niagara made to sing out
requiem? Or the Mississippi carved
for a grave for a dying people?
We are one from Maine to Califor-
nia. Peace has made us a union of
hearts, a union of lands, a union of
states none can sever.
Christian Cir cult Court
John Young, rko., plaintiffs,
vs Order.
Ella Pace, etc , defendants. 
In pursuance to an order this day
made in the above styled cause, all
persone haying claims against the
estate of R. C. Pace, deceased, are
hereby warned and notified to Appear
before Douglas Bell, master commis-
sioner of this court, on or before De-
comber 17, 1904, and prove their
claims as required by law, and said
Douglas Bell, master commissioner, I
will at once ascertain and take proof
of such claims as may be thus pre-
sented to film and report his action
to this court.
Attest, C. R. CLARK, Clerk C. C. C.
illy T. E. LAWSON, D. C.
.11e—......--elillertesditeseepiseil
yikiA
BEGINS I REVIVAL
REV. PAUL PRICE AT Tgg
BAPTIST CHURCH,
Rev. Paul Price the gifted Ten-
nessee evangelist, began a revival
meeting Sunday at the Baptist
church. His subject in the morning
was "The Lord Is My Shepherd" end
at night "Preparation." A large
congregation heard the first sermon,
and the audience in the eeening
crowded the auditorium, overflowing
into the Sunday school rooms.
Mr. Price's personality is unique.
He is entirely unlike any other evan-
gelist who has visited Hopkineville.
He speaks with wonderful fluency
and apparently has an inexhaustible
fund of anecdotes and storiee. While
his delivery at times is somewhat
dramatin, there is is no straining for
effect, and no attempt at rhetorical
embellishment. His thoughts are
crouched in the simplest possible
language, and his illustrations are
of the homely sort.
Attractive features af the first sar-
vices were Mr. Price's solos. His
voice is a sweet and well trained
baritone and he uses it most effec-
tively. In the morning he sang the
last song written by P. P. Bliss, and
at night his selection was a transla-
tion of an old sixteenth century
Huguenot hymn.
Tonight Mr. Price's subject will be
"The Judgment Day.
Mr. Price will preach during the
week at three o'clock in the after-
noon and at seven o'clock at night.
THANKFUL PEOPLE.
They Are Found In Every Part of
Hopkinsville.
Many citizens of HopkIneville
have good reasons to be thankful for
burdens lifted from aching backs,
which they burs patiently for yesrs.
Scores tell about their experience
publicly. Here's a ease of it:
J. W. Tunks of 819 West Seventh
street, who is employed at M. Cl.
Forbes' planing mill, says: "The
condition of my health was such as
to cause me a great deal of worry
about my future. I had en almost
constant aching across the small of
my back and the kidney secretions
were highly colored, excessive and
irregular, in fact, the disorder was NO
pronounced that it had been said it
bordered on diabetes. I also suffer-
ed at times with indigestion whitish
caused me a great deal of distress.
At one time I was scarcely able to
do any work at all for nearly a year.
I doctored arid tried various reme-
dies but nothing did me any perma-
nent good until I used Doan's Kid-
ney pills which I procured at L. A.
Johnson's drug store. I had taken
them only a few days when I noticed
a change for the better and by the
time I had finished the box I found
they had brought about so decided
an improvement in my condition as
to convince me of their real worth
and I am more than thankful for the
relief that I have received."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffet°,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name-Doan's-and
take no other.
It Is In
Your tland
Money deposited here is as easily
reached by the right owner as though
it was in his own pocket. It can be
drawn on at any tin?, and any place.
But it is site from thieves.
P LAN T ERA BANN
Mt TRUST COMPANY
is equipped with utodern burglpr
and fire proof molts Whitth are zeal-
ously guarded nigohitiallisi The:
man w went Insa66- o
Hy: lftillosiele
and eausarvativalkelpip... - • • F4.2.,
DO YOU NEED A
MEDICINE?
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO INVESTIGATE
Titre is no one who does not need
Livet Medicine occasionally.
Thb symptoms of Liver Complaint
well known to every one, such SS conali,
pad*. dyspepsia, loss of appetite, at
les mess, headache, a tired feeling a
mane others of a similar nature.
Thousands die annually by not beeline?
them; nay ?'1.1 :ancggeniorfe  6,mnature.e 
chronic diem* -
from which they never recover.
Man • of these could be spared for
of u5etulness, by keeping in the
$0:11e relieble remedy.
We belicde that we can convince an
fair-minded person that there is no
ter remedy for the Liver known, t
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup.
The formula is known, consisting
Buchn, Hydrangea, Mandrake, V
Dock, Dandelion, Sarsaparilla,
Senna and Iodide of PotassiunL
know just what you are taking.
many other formulas of a liver
are published? Ask your druggist
this, 'It is re:14.prepeyed and on
n= 
a
takelt i 
Thle strength is extracted in tie
skillful manner, certainly superior to
powdered cture ft Lurea preparaitveionr mknethowc* inn. 
In 
alos.ma
drum
supply 
you,for, with whicht Llieank y
all
Liver Medicines requires
Dit Thacher's Liver sna /tined
is pleasant to take, does no lose
strength, as Liver Medicine in dry forns,a
and Will keep in any climate. •
Vciur doctor, however skillful, meet,'
prescribe nothing better.
There is no opportunity for a doctW''
to miake a mistake in writing a prescript
tion, or a drug clerk to make • mistake.
in et:impounding the mine, (besides a
doctpr's -bill and the cost of the snail.; .4
eine.) You can be absolutely sure of Ult.:
proper proportion being in every dose..
Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
has been used with the greatest eZni1...-
deride and success in thousauos homes:
for 52 years, and is prepared by a plus-
maciast of 25 years' experience. in a 
ratoly equipped with the most moderii
appliances for the most perfect safety
woes do wet trwrieretarid yeitrr ,ett
teday for • Free rum beetttler.
,erkro Throoker's HMSO Mee'
eyntytorte fee adoiee. Ws simply oak thud`
1/011 try 44 •4 our diej1.411116 We trAat
it trill de.
FOE IIII4L11 BY ALL D3T790152's.
so emus end $2.00
THACHER MEDICINE CQ;,
Chattanooga. Tenn.
Commissioner's
, Sale.
(*Mitten Circuit Court, Kentueity,
John W. Henderson. Adm'r
Against Pipit;
Audrew Sargent, et al.
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian ()insult eon%
rendered at the Sept. term thereof,
1904, in the above cause, I shall pro.
'coedit° offer for sal., at the eintirk
bottle door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest and best bidder at pnbilet
auction, on Monday, the 5th' da.ky Of
December, 1904, between the hours
of 11 a. m. and 1 p. in., (beingeouute
court day) upon a credit of six
mouths, the following demerit*
proper te, to-wit:
A tract or parcel of land in the,
county of Chrietian, and state of
Kentucke, on the waters of P004
river, and bounded as follows:
Beginning eta black oak and Mak-
orp in Thos. Barnett's line, running
with his line N 69 W 100 poles to a
post oak. PhIll E. West's corner;
thence south wardiy along the divid-
ing line, the Phil E. West line;
thence with his line down a bratieb,
°rosette!, frequently, to a hickory
Phill E. West cocner; thence With
B. Lacey's line northa setwardly to
a sugar tree, corner to It. Lacey's
carver ; thence northerardly Thos.
Barnett'e Inie; thence with his line
southwardly and northwardly to the
beginning, and containing 100 sores
more or less.
Said land is st Id for the setisfac-
don of debts, and for divisioe.
For the purchase price, the pun-
chaser must ...revere bend with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale
until paid and having ..he force and
effect of a replevin bond. Ridden, 4:
will be pr4ared to comply prdrePtly-
with these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Master Commissioner.
w8t
Ill\Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiar-ly adapted for asthma, bronchitis and i
.hoarrieness. -1:-.
our
Stomach
No appetite, loss of strength, nerveiles
mss, heedachs, conefilmdm bed ZS/general debility, sour risings, and
of the stomach are all due Ic idelglielhill
natural Woes ,
Kodol cures indigestion. nig sew'
cry represents the 
don as they exist in a healthy '
combined with the greatest knew!
and reconstructive properties. Kodel
popes. Cure does not only MO
and dyspepsia, but this famous
cures all stomach troubles by
purifying, sweetening and
the mucous membranes lining ibe
Mr. 35. Balk of Raveserrool,
rbilsr."
**terse troubled vine sew sass& Sibe
cured roe mid we arsaowusisI
Sokol Yea 111M
IMO*
- 
—ease
,
almage
Sermon
• 
By Rev.
Prink Ilie Witt Talmage. D. D.
.r le
, tee Angeles, Cal., Nov. 27.—In the
AfilIt battle that Is being waged be-
„., •. ,MM infidelity and Christianity this
. Introduces a maim of evidence,
Snot and collaternl, which the un.
, Wised searcher after truth will gladly
l Welcome, The text is Hebrews xi. I,
"Penh is the evItheice of things not
• „No
4 What la evIdenee? Testimony, Proof,
danionetration, It is ti malcontent of
fasts made In court by a witueas, by
wbleb a juror Is led to believe some-
ttetaa that hie *yea have not seen nor
lila ears heard. It is the alibi by which
Provos that he could not have
OS the scene of a crime It is the
Which a wrongly evicted owner
of Ms right and title to an
ce. It Is an argument from
and existing facts to prove
the operation of causes remote in time.
It in the means by which truth defends
NAIR against the onslaught of error
aad the wenpon with which It over-
throws the fortresses of superstition
Mad false doctrine.
Itvidence of the unseen has a tuo-
Iitentous mission. For the greater num-
ber of us it Is the only basis we have
for our knowledge. If we were to be-
lieve iu nothing that we have not our-
"salves seen we should have to give up
..• our belief In facts and events hummer-
) able. "It is not necessary for me to
go and see London before I believe that
ojIssee exists such a city as London,”
. '110os wrote a great Bible commentator,)
ha reference to my text. I know that
such a place as St. Petersburg exists,
idthough 'I hays not seen it. 'Why?
-I am convinced by the testimony of
.is Who have seen It. The "evidence
•;,;lillI,Shhess not men" has proved to me
,Ablk, it mists. I have reed books 
pictures of the great build-
of 
writ-
'• sant 
beilblint the city of Bt. Petersburg. I
O tbat Russian capital, its esthe-
tes royal palaces, Its memorial
1111 itoi wageilletatt boulevards. I
heard out bleeds, who have tray-
among the Muscovites, describe
and its citadels. Why should
doubt Bt. Petersburg exists, al-
' my eyes have never seen it?
er personally saw my grandfa-
Agar, David Talmage. Be died before
I. Was bora. But I know such a man
lig that name once existed in the flesh.
*
The "evidences of things not wen" are
, f conclusive. One Wednesday
=in my Chicago church an old
elan arose. Ile starriest me with these
!wards: "I knew your pastor's great.
\ser thilleandfaer, Thomas Talmage. I
haw well your pastor's grandfather.
Meld Talmage. I was a playmate of
pastorali late father. And when
lego to his home tonight after this
Orrice aud kiss your pastor's son my
-gm will have seen aye generations
• of the Talmage family." I have in my
family album a picture of David Tat-
A MOO. My aunt said It was his pie-
r tea% and that was his name. My fa-
ther some years ago took me to David
g. Talmage'.4 grave, marked with his
"; naps upon the tombstone, and tonl me
*Mahout my grandfather's character's-
', ties. I have never seen David Tal-
'Jesse in the fiewh. but on account of
: lift conclusive "evidence of thing"; not
'Mete I know he existed.
Phi Calaveras Knew it.
Baja before Christopher Columbus
Weed at San Salvador im knew he
west approaching land. Genoese
sdetkal and his fleet had been selling
on, week km and week out. The mut-
, timings of a sailors' mutiny grew loud'
and louder In the forecastle. At
hut a delegation waited upon their
emenbander and practically 8.11d: "Co-
'lambda, you are sailing away to cer-
tain death. We wi.I never find land
In this direction. Esher you turn
stdet and held toward home or we will
Mach you ovsrboard and go home any-
way." "Give me Just three days Ion-
"p gee of a wo.4tern course, and then if
leillilSreettefil I will turn bark," an-
oiseeired they 'rest captain. Within the
three days branches of trees were seen
Beating past the boats. "There i
• 
s
land!" cried Columbus. "Men, see,
there is hind' By yonder tree branch-
es we have the evidence of IC"
For days and weeks the old North
\ American Indians could follow their
jeoes by the tracks left upon the ground
ly the enemy. They could tell by
foes tracks how many men, how many
hotiaen, how many children, how many
/UM* and how many wagons and cat-
tle composed the party ahead. They
astild unerringly read all these facts
b• y the "evidence of things not seen."
In the same way In which the Indian
Warriors of old followed their enemies
by visible signs we may find the
"footprints of the Man of Galilee"
not only in Palestine, but also in all
stored history. We may prove by the
ears* process that Jesus is not a mere
Allem and that our gospel faith is not
:merely a poetic dream. They are far
more than these. Our faith is rational.
It le founded' upon the conclusive "ed.
deem of things not seen."
First, our faith is rational. Its gee-
enwhical foundation stones are strong
aid tree and well anchored. I not
only dad "the footprints of the Man
of Galilee" visible all through Vales.
tine,.but. as Dr. Thomson once wrote,
the laud and tbe book are one. I
by going among the koly bills,
„Teem was not a mythical charac-
visa among mythical people in
age. Christ was God;
:• :We eat
the his birth We can find
the Mime where be passed his boy-
hood, where he went as a man, where
he otaid, where he was resurrected and
the Lill/ from which he ascended.
The Lilted see the Book.
The Intel and the book are one. The
personality of Jesus Christ, In the tine
!ogee, has a true, a vitally true, gee-
graplitcal wetting. No Bible student
ever walked the Judriertu hills with eyes
truly opened to the divine truth that
he did not have his belief In Jesus
Christ irrevocably sealed and infinitely
strengthened by the conformation of
eastern customs and geographical facts
with the recorded biographies of
Christ's life. Henry A. Harper, the
great nrchaeologint, the author of that
mmmrv.'I(mtisled "The
and Modern Discoveries," presses
home this mtatement upon his renders
In a powerful way, On one of Dr,
nallea I find these tennis: "A
very dear friend of mine, a oplentild
explorer, a great traveler, was at heart
and In secret an unbeliever In the
divinity of Josue Chriet. eircuni-
stances compelled Min to explore Pal-
estine. To understand the county) he
found that he must read the Bible, :111(1,
reading it in the full blaze of ftzht,
which custom and country and mod-
ern investigations threw on it. lie
found that Jesus Was indeed his Sav-
iour. He brought the full power of
his able mind to bear on all he rend
and all he saw, and, as a result (if
those geographical studies and the
Christ life, in humble adoration be
bowed before his God and Redeemer.
There was no sudden, no violent,
change. All had been noiselessly and
gradually accomplished. Ile Was con-
vinced of the divinity of Jesus Christ
by the witnesses of the dust." I Might
go On and quote scores of testimonies
just like Dr. Harper's in reference to
the harmonies of the Christ life with
the geographical facts and the Hebrew
customs of the Palestine hills.
Studying today the "evidence of the
things not seen" in reference to Jests;
Christ, Is there nothing rational, noth-
ing overwhelming, to you in the bar-
mealy between the opened leaves of
eastern rocks and the biographies of
the four gospels? Is them nothing
marvelous to you In the fact that there
Is lot a detrill in an Christ's earthly
life which cannot be verified by the
rocks of the Palestine hills and val-
leys, which are absolutely In accord
with one *nether? The men who
wrote the Bible were not historical nov-
elists like the author of the "Tower of
London" or of "Kenilworth" or of "Bo-
mole" or of -The Crisis," They did not
accept historical facts when they want-
ed to use them for the benefit of their
pldts and reject those facts when it did
not suit their convenience to use them.
They did not put Christ in 'imaginary
places at impossible times and put fic-
titious anti Impossible statements In
his mouth. Almost every detail of
Christ's earthly life can he verified by
geographical position and eastern cus-
tom. That classic book of travels
written by Richard Henry Dana, called
"Two Years Before the Mast," is sup-
posed to contain a perfect geographies'
account of the early coast of southern
California and its people. But the
Bible is a more wonderful guidebook
to the Holy lond than Dana's master-
piece could ever be to California. The
best gmidebook through the Holy Land
ever written is the Bible. In its every
detail the Christ life Is found to have
a perfect geographical setting. Is there
nothing wonderful to you that the land
and the book in reference to Christ's
life are one?
Jesus was not a mythological char-
acter. "Before you can obliterate the
story of Jesus Christ from this earth,
on which he so sublimely lived, you
will have to grind out of sight and for-
ever erase the sacred bills of Pales-
tine," once wrote David Gregg in a
book for which authorship he was
elected an honorary member of the
Royal Geographical society of London.
"You will forever have to grind out of
sight the sacred hills of Palestine,
where Christ was tempted, and where
he preached his wonderful !sermon, and
where he was transfigured, and where
he tiled, and where lie ascended. God
be praised for the gospel according to
geography! God be pralaed for the
Holy Land. with its Jordan and Beth-
lehem and Hermon and Zion and Cal-
vary stud Olivet' Tteme are all inde-
struetible pages of 1 e divine and in-
destructible book. 11•1114e are all wit-
nesses that Christ hss spoken to men
and lived among men and wrought out
salvation for roan." Christ was a God.
Yes, Christ was a man! By the evi-
dence of the pages of rock I know it!
Other EvIld I Dirtetti.
But we find chriat as the "evidence
of thing's not Kees," in another way.
By the full lment of Scripture prophe-
cies In referense to his birth, his life,
his death and his resurrection we
know that the prophecies of his mecond
corning will be fulfilled as well as was
his first coming. We know there will
come a time when. upon the white
horse of victory, Christ shall ride down
the blue hillsides of heaven, lie shall
:come to put all his enemies under his
feet. He shall come to claim his OWD.
For then his name shall be written,
"King of kings and Lord of Lords." We
know by the words of his own lips that
as he ilea gone to heaven for a little
while to prepare a place for his chil-
dren, so be will come again and re-
ceive them unto himself, that where
he Is there they may be also.
The prophetic studies of the Bible
are among the most instructive anti
fascinating of all the Scriptures. Fist
in order to limit our studies let us con-
fine our thoughts for but a brief mo-
ment to the wonderful birth and life
and death of Jesus (Viet. No ration-
al man can read the fulfilled prophte
des in reference to the' birth of Jesus
so, that little ' et vows II
to have a wonderful history. When.
gets to be eighteen soars of age be hi
going to the far east aud will settle In
one of the Pacific islands, Then he is
going to bs elected ruler over that Is-
land, and the people are golitAito obey
him as their ruler and their king. Then
he is going to marry and halve chil-
dren, and his children will have chil-
dren. Ills descendants are going to
reign in that island for hundreds of
years. Then one of his descendants
hundreds of years from now is going
to visit London, rind while there he is
going to have a child born in the out-
skirts of London, in the suburb of
Chelsea. Then that child is to stay in
England and grow up and become a
leader of the people until at last the
king of England will become Jealous of
him, and he will he hanged in the Tow-
er of London."
euiennient of Proeiteee,
titmouse I Paiould nimble on in a long
rigmarole like that in reforonte to 31011'
baby, what would you say's Why,
you would look at me itokiince and
then say: "You are crnay! No unito
uplred wan can look into the future
and tell what is going to happen to
my descendants thousands of years
rrsni isiw. .s crank or a fool might
happen for once to declare aright, that
It will snow in Canada In July—as one
weather prophet did a few years ago.
But to declare what is to happen a
thousand years from now, that is be-
yond all range of human possibilities."
Yet the astounding statement that I
made a few moments ago In reference
to a little child is not nearly as won-
derful and seemingly absurd from a
Latium' standpoint as those Messianic
prophecies which were made not by
one, but by many writers of the Old
Testament in reference to the birth,
the life, the death and the resurrec
tion of Jesus Christ. When the wise
men came to Jerusalem to find the new-
born King, who was yet to be "King
of kings and I.ord of lords," what an-
swer was given to the oriental stran-
gers by those learned in the Hebrew
law? They promptly answered, "In
Bethlehem," and gave for their author-
ity the words of the prophet Micah,
who lived and wrote 700 years before
Christ was born. Yet, when the wise
men went to Bethlehem, they found
there the Mout Christ, as Micah had
foretold. Is not this fulfilled prophecy
a @turtling evidence that Jesus was
born it man, yet that be was the Be-
ing whose divine attributes were fore-
seen by the prophets?
I If as a rational man I want to findthe proof that Christ is some day going
to return to earth to claim his disciples
as his own all that I have got to do is
to turn to the prophecies of Isaiah and
read first the account of Christ's birth
and early life. "He was oppressed, he
was afflicted, yet he opened not his
mouth. He is brought as a lamb to
the slaughter and as a sheep before
her shearers Is dumb, so he openeth
not his mouth." Did not the prophecy
, of Isaiah, written 800 years before
Christ died, come true? Then will not
also Istilah'm prophecy come true
I which declares that "there shall come
forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse"
who shall make the "non eat straw
like an ox and the sucking child play
on the hole of the asp?" For then
; "the glory of the Lord shall cover the
earth, even as the waters cover the
seas." Wh, my brother, if you believe
that Chriarm birth was a divine fact,
then by the "evidence of things not
seen" you should also believe that
Christ Is coming again to claim his own.
But the 4iivialty of Jesus Chritit Is
found in the testimony of Christ's con-
temporaries as well as In the prophe-
cies of those insphsed men who lived
hundreds of years before Christ was
born. It Is not only found iii the gos-
pel biographers of Jemus, who knew
Christ personally, but also in the tes-
timony of such mighty personalities as
that of Paul, who was martyred in
Rome about Mr A. D., and Ignatius.
who was martyred In 100 A. D., anti
Polycarp, %vim lived to be nearly nine-
ty years old and was martyred in 155
A. D. These men did not live hun-
dreds of years after Christ Was born.
By direst touch with events they were
able to prove with their own eyes and
ears If Christ was a fraud or whether
Jesus truly placed the stamp of his
divinity upon his life's work by the
miracles he wrought.
Testimony of the Martyrs.
Explain away the prophecies? Oh,
that la Impossible! And yet it would
be no less difficult to explain away the
testimonies of the eontemporaries of
Jesuit Chrlat. who decinre that Christ
was divine. Why? Because, as I read
those testimorgem, I find, with but one
exception or possibly two, they were
all settled with the lifeblood of mar-
tyrdom. lit-re is the honor roll: Mat-
thew was slain with a sword in End-
opts; Mark was dragged through the
streets of Alexandria until him brains
were dashed out and the matted hair
stuck to the walls and the rock.;
Luke's mode of death is not known
positively. but tradition says he Wial
slain for Christ; John, the only apo..•
tle who tiled a natural death, was not
only exiled, but also cast into a caldron
of boiling oil; James the Great was be-
headed in Jerusalem; James the Less
was hurled from the top of the temple
to the ground and there beaten to
death with a club; Stephen was stoned
to death; Philip was banged; St. Bar-
tholomew was flayed alive—that means
his skin was peeled off from his gutt-
ering flesh while he was yet conscious,
the bystanders standing about the suf-
ferer at the time and mocking him:
Andrew preashed from the cross while
the people scoffed at his dying agonies;
Thomas was pierced by a lance; Simon
Zelotes was killed In Persia; Matta-
Mimi was murdered; Paul, Polycarp,
Ignatius and scores of others were all.
as I said before, martyred.
"Mrs. were able to verify WS mime*. wean
5,40,
bite* blirdslup
perewittiondnd daiellitto illy down
their lives for Christ if tbey knew him
to be an impostor" Why, the supposi-
tion is absurd!. Tbe.Chriatian disciples
who lived as Contemporaries of Jesus
Christ would never have been willing
to come by night and steal his body
from the tomb find then be willing to
be martyred to make good their' false
claim that Christ bad risen from the
dead. These men were not fools any
more than you rind I are fools. Before
YOU explain away the divinity of Jesus
Christ you must explain away the
writings of Paul, of Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John, of Polyearp and Ig-
natius. When we consider "the evi-
dence of things not seen" let us not
omit the testimony of these content-
floral:lee of (Inlet who proved the sin-
cerity and truth of their record by dy-
ing rather than deny it,
”ratitprirta of the mar."
But nut olily do we find the "foot-
prints a tho Mall of Chtliltie" marked
Nide by stile with the fatitprima of hie
dlocIples who lived Leis) years alto,
but ohm with his disciples who are
living by our vide at the present day.
And, wonderful to state, Christ's foot-
prints tire best revealed when he has
been walking with the vilest of mod-
ern sinners and outcasts, as they were
when be walked by the side of Mary
Magdalene and talked with the woman
at the well of Samaria and followed
Zaccheus to a despised publican's
house, built by the stolen moneys of a
Roman tax collector.
Oh. Christ worked some wonderful
miracles when he was upon earth
among the publicans and the sinners!
But I do not believe a greater example
of his power over sin and disease was
ever more convincingly manifested
than when he alleviated the sufferings
of those ushappy maniacs whom the
writers of that time describe as being
possessed by devils. That was a vivid
picture that Christmas Evans drew of
the return to his home of that man
whose home was among the tombs,
where be dwelt like a wild beast, a
misery to himself and a terror to Oth-
ers, No sooner was he delivered by
the mighty wall of Christ than he
started off to hunt up his wife and
children. No sooner did the wife see
him coming than she was struck dumb
with fear. Then she cried: "Run, chil-
dren! Run to the house and bar the
doors! Your father is coming! Run
or he may kill us!" The family hasten-
ed Into the house, while the older boy
started Off to the neighbors for help.
They barred and barricaded the win-
dows and the doors of the house. The
smaller children began to cry with
fear. The older children knew if their
father, possessed of a thousand dev-
ils, should ever be able to batter down
the door of the house he might slay
them. But, strange to may, as the
trembling wife and children saw the
father and husband come nearer, in
stead of seeing him foaming at the
mouth and flashing his eyes and of
hearing him rave with his cursing lips,
they saw him with a loving smile
upon his happy face. He kept calling
to his wife: "Mary, open the door! Do
not be afraid. It is I, your husband,
freed from all may devils. Mary, open!
Jesus has saved me! Jesus has saved
me!"
That was a wonderful description
Christman Evans drew of the poor
maniac who had been possessed with
the thousand devils among the Ga-
darene tombs. But is the scene of
that liberated Hebrew returning borne
any more wonderful than the scenes
many of us have witnessed when we
saw the drunkards who have been refs
cued by Christ front the devils of
drink, and the outcasts who have been
reseued by Christ, and the seven devil
ed Marys of this age who have been
rescued by Christ, all returning to
their homes? Is the scene of the poor
Gadarene maniac, rescued by Christ,
any more marvelous than the scene of
a Gough or a Woolley. or a Jerry Mc-
Auley, who have been exorcised of
their thousand devils during our pres-
ent generation? And If Christ today
is suing down among the lowest of the
low to rescue fallen men and women
have we tic'. a right to Include among
the "evidence of things not seen"
these slaves of sin among ourselves
who have been rescued by his power?
This.stutlying of the gospel evidence
as evidence has won the allegiance of
many of our greatest lawyers to Christ
as well as laymen. This foci was true
of the conversion of Salmon P. Chase.
the great chief justice of the supreme
court of the United States. Many yea's(
ago, after Senator Chase had been in
the active practive of the law for some
time, he one day unemotionally made
up his mind to this one action. He
said to himself practically this: "Now,
Chase, the Bible is the great religious
book of my country. Jesus Christ is
the incarnate God who is here wor-
shiped. Ar 2in educated gentleman as
well as lawyer I should know whit'
that Bible contalus and whether or
not I should give that Christ my alle-
giance or contempt." Thus as a lawyer
he went to work. With all the power
of one of the Most brilliant judicial
minds this country ever produced
Salmon P. chase tried to find out
whether -the atatutes of the Lord are
right." lie weighed calmly and delib-
erately all the arguments made against
the personality of Christ. He weighed
all the evidence made in Christ's favor.
Then, after he had weighed and com-
pared both sides. he rendered his rer-
diet. Salmon P. Chase, in the quiet of
his law study, said this: "The Bible is
true. Jesus is divine. Ile died to save
me. I accept that sacrifice for my
atonement of sin. I here and now
promise to serve him all the rest of
my earthly life that I may dwell with
him In glory." Like Chief Justice
Chase. are you and I ready today to
accept Christ's prowling; of lora by the
power of tge vetitiatiel'ONASIi
weer Windt win you Oeltmer,
tor MAW/
1.04 tor Loten ltlepseltI
The Sind You Have Always Dateght„ and viaielt bail been
in use for over BO Year% bee -borne the dinatare id
and MS keen unite under kis per-
'7F "ccmq 
All Counterfeits, Imitationli art" "are but
Ancona one deceive you in this.
weal shun its infancy.
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health et
Infante and Ohildron—Mtperkaoe against Experiment.
What Is CASTORIA
Cluitoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Me Par&
polo, Drops and Soothing Sireps• It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Ifsroolis
substance. Its age is ite guarantee. It destroys Woos
and allays Feverishness. It mires Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It asslinilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Bleither's Friend.
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
The Kind You Ilan Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
'ssssesesm SOssIWW.g..immmiiip m
min
naST wes“..awismagemr
s the Season
is over and you are now ready
for hate, call and
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
PRICES I AM MAKING ON ALL
READY-TO-WEAR AND
TRIMMED HATS
Also Children's Eats and ileadwear
The popular priced milliher.
Miss Fannie B. Rogers,
210 B. Main St.
Stove!
Stoves! Stoves!
E wish to hiform the public that we are hand-
1 ng the most complete and uptodate line of
COOK and HEATING stoves ever brought
to this town. The very best makes of this country,
and our prices are as cheap as others ask tor second
grade makes.
Why buy a cheap second-grade stove when we
can sell you a NO. I make for less money. Try one of
our cook and heating stoves and you wont be bother-
ed with indigestion and cold feet. A sure cure 1 w
Ott-se ailments.
Note the makes and judge for yourself. South
Bend. Malleable, Venus, Bess Steel, 0. K , Jewell,
Dukes, Modern Oak, The Boss, kIot Blast and the
celeto ated and world rsnowt ed Radiant Home.
No other makes compare with this lot. They are
in a class tt. themselves and are branded the best
makes of America. Conic to us for your stoves. We
can beat all competitors..
Planters Hardware Co.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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• When Other Cigars Can't Please
Gold Standard
TRY A
•t
A Matter
of Health
There is a quality in Royal
Baking Powder which makes
the food more digestible and
wholesome. This peculiarity
of Royal has been noted by
physicians, and they accord-
ingly endorse and recom-
mend it.
ROYAL BAKINC POWDER CO., MEW YORK.
Gunther's
Fine
Candies
We have just secured the
exclusive agency in Hop-
kinsville for GUNTHER'S
HIGH GRADE CANDIES
and. wilt receive a large
shipment of these goods di-
rect from the factory this
week.
THERE IS
NONE BETTER
The leputatioa of Gunth-
er's Candies is too well
known and established to
require a lengthy spiel as to
their quality. There's none
better on the market, and
we will hat 3 a full assort-
ment of packages ranging
from one half to flve poueds
Don't pay fancy and emir
hitant pr ices for otoer call-
dies wheti you can get
Gunther'e for
60c lb.
Ray Q,
Fowler.
....444-04-•-•-••+++++++++••••••44+4.
REV. DR.W00000CK
WILL BE NEW BISHOP OF
KENTUCKY.
Announces His Acceptance
—Worthy of Bishop Dud-
ley's Mantle.
A press despatCh from Detroi
states that Rev. Dr. Charles E.
Woodcock, rector of St. John's Epis-
copal church of that city has accept-
ed his election as bishop of the dio-
cese of Kentucky.
The Dews will be received by Epis-
copalians here and elsewhere with
great pleasure.
Dr.Woodoock was born in New Bri-
tain,Con.n., about fifty years ago,and
received his ecclesiastical education
in Berkeley divinity school at Mid:
dletown. Conn. In 1884 he was made
sistant in Grace church, Balti-
more. After four years he became
rect ir of Ascension church, in New
Haven, Conn. Here be remained
four years and then went to Christ's
church, Ansonia, Conn, where he
was rector for twelve years. Four
and one half years ago he acceptod a
call to Detroit. The Hobart college,
of Geneva, N. Y., recently conferred
on him the degree of doctor of divin-
ity.
He is of alight but wiry physique,
and his face, though spiritual, is
strong.
He is liberal in his views and fav-
ors the better class of sports and
amusements, but is not liberal to the
point of laxness.
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• You can have delicious 'roasted Bread •
: 
by using he •
•
- Banner Crispy Toasteri •
Suitable for any file, avoids burning the bread and.
•
requires but little attention or fuel.
Stove Dampers, 10c.
Stove Elbows, only 10c
Coal Hods, 20c to 38c
Shoe Soles, 10c pair
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Joe P. P'Pool. Manager. 
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DEMOCRACY IN •••••••••••••••••••••••
LAND OF DIXIE. : we guaranteea.
Was Discussed by President
Wilson of Princeton
University.
(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, Nov. 30.— Woodrow
Wilson, resigent of Princeton uni-
versity, was the guest of honor at
the third annual dinner of the Socie-
ty of the V irgini•ins at the W, eldorf
Astoria. ,In an address on "The
Political Situation in the South,"
President Wilson said that no one
could wonder at the present impa-
tience of the southern political lead-
ers at finding themselves without
real independence or influence In the
politics of the country, and that it
was the only section of the country
which did not make a real choice of
Its political actions in the,
eisction.
He was opposed, howcver, to the
suggestion that Southern Democrats
act independent of old party affilia-
tions, FIR by so doing they would
draw upon themselves fresh enmi-
ties and suspicions. The real oppor-
tunity of the South he thought to .be
rehabilitation of the Democratic
party on lines that would restore
It to dignity and power by the cast-
ing out of radical theorists.
Among these who spoke were F.
Hopkinson Sm'th and Gen. William
A. Barber.
recent
The Peters "League," loaded with
the best black powder in the world,
can not be beatet for cleanliness
strength and accuracy. wit
C.A. Si ir Cs Mt. .
Meatus
Nan the MO Kind You Han Aiwa Bought
•
"The best I
ever tasted"
is what
everybody says
about our
SUGAR !HOUSE
OPEN KETTLE
NO.
Molasses!
We have Buck-Wheat
that matches them to a
queen's taste. This com-
bination will finish a
breakfast iu elegant style.
T Cooper
4D. COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail Grocers
CAN YOU
JUDGE DRUGS?
Can you tell by looking at a pre-
scription whether or not it was fillnd
right?
Can you tell by tasting it?
You can't, can you?
You are at the mercy of your drug-
gist entirely. For this reason you
should select a drug stcre where
quality and purity are watchwords;
where accuracy is strictly observed
in every detail. You will find these
essentials here. Added to them you
will find a courteous service and
prices as low as you might often pay
elsewhere for inferior goods. Physi-
cians may telephone their prescrip-
tions to us and the medicine will be
promptly delivered. Anybody may
telephone for our messenger to come
for a prescription, and when filled,
deliver the medicine.
Our telephone numbers are: Cum-
berland, 63; Home, 1063.
YOUR DRUGGISTS,
L. A. JOHNSON 40. CO.
0 FELLOWS BUILDING.
stitete and a local pick-up team of 
Nicholativille girls a free-for-all 
FIST scHEoufts Ipublic
 salt.
fight ensued, in which some of the Beginning Sunday the Illinois Cen-
lady contestants were so severely in- tral railroad put into effect in con-
........,,
I WILL ONjured that three doctors had to be junction with the Tennessee Central
called in to attend to them. Some of railroad new fast freight schedules
the girls are now in splints and band- , between Nashville and Chicago,
DR. WOODROW WILSON".
•
• 
• to sell goods as CHEAP as you
•
• can get them at any cut price•
•
• sales and we have a large and•
•
• beautifu stock of Dress Goods,•
Cloaks and Furs and Ladies•
•
• and Gentlemen's Underwear.
•
• Call and get our prices before
•
• you buy elsewhere.GIRLS FIGHT IN 
•
BASKETBALL GAME.
(Special to New Era.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Dec. 1.—Du-
ring a basketball game at Nicholas- 110••••••••••••••••••••••••
ville Monday night between young
ladies of the Jessamine Female In- 1
ages. 
Nashville and St. Louis, Nashville
and Louisville and Evansville and
between Nash ville, Sioux City, Oma-
ha and points west of the Mississippi
OVER A FURNACE
. The two railroads have been figuring
river, according to the American.
for sometime on this improved ser-
vice and the announcement of this
schedule is the result of these nego-
tiations.
Saturday Dec. 3rd.
G. S. Moore, of Atlanta, Ga., will
be at Layne's stable Saturdgy, Dec.
'3rd, for purpose of buying horses.The young woman was employed
Yeatorday Mr. LaForge found the
ask your dealerfor Peters Loaded
by Moses T. LaForge, in Paterson..
baby ill an ash barrel. Shel
ig7sa,oaunwdacnatrtthreidsTs—eer y. best you
If y v will
• 
ROASTED BABY
NEW YORK, Dec. 1.—Aocording
to the police, Ida Englehardt, a
young German woman under arrest
in Paterson, N. J., has confessed that
she roasted her infant before a fur-
nace fire untii it had been fatally
burned.
T. M. TONES,
Saturday, Dec. 10,
On the farm of Mary, A.
Payne, six miles west of
Hopkinsville, Ky., near the
Princeton road sell at public
auction the following pro.
perty: 1 horse and buggy:
work mules, 1 mare, 2 fine
Jersey heifers, hogs, 1 wag.
on and all other farm
tools, 10G barrels corn, h
and fodder.
Term k hs: All sumsalovueurd
three months time with approved
security.
MRS MARY LPAY
STILL GOING ON
ANDERSON'S FACTORY
CLEAN-UP SALE
Offers New and Better
Attractions Each
Day.
 411M/1111/111
The marvel of the sale is found in the
LACE CURTAINS at 19c, 39c and 49c
each, worth $1.00 to $4.00.
COME QUICK
AND GET PICK.
J II AndasoritiCo
•
